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This document provides information on how the landscape of the local authority area has
evolved. It complements the Landscape Character Type descriptions of the 2019 dataset.
The original character assessment reports, part of a series of 30, mostly for a local authority
area, included a “Background Chapter” on the formation of the landscape. These documents
have been revised because feedback said they are useful, despite the fact that other sources
of information are now readily available on the internet, unlike in the 1990’s when the first
versions were produced.
The content of the chapters varied considerably between the reports, and it has been
restructured into a more standard format: Introduction, Physical Influences and Human
Influences for all areas; and Cultural Influences sections for the majority. Some content
variation still remains as the documents have been revised rather than rewritten,
The information has been updated with input from the relevant Local Authorities. The historic
and cultural aspects have been reviewed and updated by Historic Environment Scotland.
Gaps in information have been filled where possible. Some reports have been combined
where original LCA area coverage was very small.
The new documents include photographs. They do not include the maps or sketches from the
original LCAs, but these are still available from the NatureScot Information Library. Additional
information can be obtained from the websites of;
 British Geological Survey www.bgs.ac.uk
 Historic Environment Scotland (Historic Land use Assessment, Gardens and Designed
Landscapes, historic features and their designations, etc). www.historicenvironment.scot
 NatureScot website especially Landforms and Geology (more specifically the “Landscape
Fashioned by Geology” series) and About Scotland’s Landscapes soils; wild land;
landscape character; designations etc.) www.nature.scot
 The relevant local authority, which will have information on landscape policies, etc.

The content of this document was drawn from the background chapter information in the
“NatureScot Review 100 – Orkney landscape character assessment, 1998, Land Use
Consultants.
If you have any comments, please email LCA_REVIEW@nature.scot
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1. INTRODUCTION

The area covered by this report
The Orkney Islands are separated from the Scottish mainland by the Pentland Firth. There
are approximately 70 islands in the archipelago, 20 of which are permanently inhabited. The
islands occupy an area of about 1,000 square kilometres, dispersed over an area that
measures 85 kilometres from south to north, and 65 kilometres east to west. The largest
Island is Orkney Mainland, which is the 6th largest Scottish island; an older name for the
Mainland is Hrossey, Horse Island.
The islands north of the Orkney Mainland are generally referred to as the North Isles. They
include Eday, Rousay, Sanday, Shapinsay, Westray, and North Ronaldsay which is further
north than the southern coast of Norway. The islands south of Mainland are less commonly
referred to as the South Isles, including Hoy, Flotta, Burray and South Ronaldsay. The most
southerly island is Stroma. There are approximately 21,670 people living in the archipelago,
of which 9,000 live in the largest settlement of Kirkwall.
The islands have predominantly low and gentle relief, the smooth contours of which are
emphasised by the scarcity of trees and woodland cover. This landscape, though windswept,
supports large areas of productive pastures and some arable farming. The landform is
generally lower than 270 metres, except on Hoy, the second largest island, where hills reach
480 metres above sea level. They are characterised by heather moorland cover which
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contrasts with the pastoral greens of the lower ground. Hoy also shows the most northerly
evidence of corries, u-shaped valleys and other glacial erosion in the UK. This produces a
stark contrast to the smoother, lower islands.
The sea is important to the physical and cultural landscapes of Orkney. The meeting of land
and sea at the coast, and the features that are formed, are key elements in the landscape.
The most dramatic topography is found around Orkney's coastline where spectacular cliffs
have been sculpted into arches, stacks, geos (coastal clefts) and gloups (blowholes). These
renowned features are essential contributors to Orkney's identity and perception. Along the
western coast in particular, the land meets the sea in a cliff rampart up to 300 metres high
which has been shaped by the relentless action of Atlantic waves. In contrast, many of the
lowest areas appear drowned by shallow lochs and bays. Here, the lower-lying coastal
features such as tilted flags, sand dunes and sandy bays present an entirely different
character.
The climate and topography of the islands have proved amenable to settlement and
productive agriculture since prehistoric times. The legacy of past generations is evident in
the rich archaeology of the Orkney landscape. Some of these artefacts have remained
upstanding and even prominent, while much rich material remains buried. This subtly
influences the shape of the landscape, especially through field patterns and hints of building
clusters clearly visible from arriving by air. The consistency of visual history in Orkney gives
a sense of permanence to the islands enhanced by their pastoral land use. This has been
recognised by the “Heart of Neolithic Orkney” UNESCO designated World Heritage Site.
There are also the oldest standing house in north-west Europe on Papa Westray; 12th Century
churches showing the Norse rule of the islands; the UK’s tallest land-based light house on
North Ronaldsay; and evidence of wartime fortifications throughout this time, including
Napoleonic and 20th Century conflicts. The location of Orkney has strategic importance to the
UK, and its resources are still important in the development of renewable energy.
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2. PHYSICAL INFLUENCES
Topography
Orkney's topography is generally low-lying with smooth relief. The highest areas rise to
almost 500 metres above sea level, but the majority of the archipelago is below 100 metres
elevation, with significant areas below 30 metres.
The relief of West Orkney Mainland is in the form of a basin tilted up at the north and east.
Hill land, generally below 200 metres elevation, forms a gently sloping rim; flat land, with the
lochs of Harray and Stenness and the smaller lochs of Boardhouse, Hundland and Swannay,
forms the basin floor. The hill land of the West Orkney Mainland is generally smoothly
undulating, with locally steep relief associated with the larger hills, for example Wideford Hill,
Costa Hill, and the ridges around Settiscarth and Stenness. East Orkney Mainland and South
Ronaldsay reach heights of over 80 metres, but lack strong relief. The highest areas are
smoothly domed hills, for example Warthill on East Orkney Mainland and Ward Hill on South
Ronaldsay. East Orkney Mainland also has an extensive plateau ridge which constitutes the
main high ground. Tankerness and Deerness are both comparatively low, with smooth and
undulating topography.

A sea stack and sea cliffs at Yesnaby, Orkney© Lorne Gill/NatureScot.
Hoy has higher and more dramatic topography than the rest of Orkney, with heights in the
north of the island frequently over 300 or 400 metres above sea level. Ward Hill, which at 481
metres is the highest point in the Orkney archipelago, is located on Hoy. Central and southern
Hoy are slightly lower and more undulating than the north, although much land is over 200
metres above sea level. Along the west coast this height is expressed in Hoy's awe-inspiring
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cliffs which reach over 300 metres high in the north of the island, reducing gradually towards
the south. These include the well-known landforms of St John’s Head, the highest
perpendicular cliff in the UK at 335m high; and the Old Man of Hoy, a 137m high sea stack.
Although lower, the slopes of Rousay rise steeply from the sea to dramatic effect. This is
enhanced by clearly visible terracing on the slopes which creates a distinctive profile from
distant vantage points. The extent of Rousay's hill land makes it somewhat distinct from the
other North Isles and more closely related to the moorlands of West Orkney Mainland in
terms of topography. Eday and Westray contain large areas of land higher than 50 metres
above sea level which appear high relative to the surrounding land and sea. The dramatic
contrast of height to the sea is a joint product of the geology and the strength of the Atlantic
Storm Waves approaching from the west.
In contrast to the above, the islands of Sanday, North Ronaldsay and Stronsay are very low
(below 50 metres elevation) with no significant hill forms. In these landscapes sand dune
systems and man-made earthworks, for example farm mounds and Treb dykes (pre-Norse
land divisions which remain as low broad ridges) are the most significant topographic
features.
Solid Geology
The foundation rocks of Orkney are a mixture of granite, gneiss and schists, which formed
part of the Caledonian mountain chain 400 million years ago. These rocks originally enclosed
the Orcadian Basin which became the focus for the deposition of debris eroded from the
higher surrounding regions. This sediment formed the Old Red Sandstone of north and east
Scotland, which largely obscured the basement rocks of the Orcadian Basin. There are small
areas where the basement complex outcrops in the form of inliers within larger areas of
sandstone deposits. The largest such site within the Orkney Islands is to the north and west
of Stromness; smaller outcrops are at Yesnaby and on Graemsay. These represent remnants
of a north-westerly orientated range of hills, the influence of which is still reflected in the local
topography. The dominant basement rock type is a pink foliated granite which has been
extensively quarried in the Stromness area for use as building material both in and around
the town.
At the time of Old Red Sandstone deposition, around 380 million years ago, Britain lay in
equatorial latitudes where the climate was dry and hot. This resulted in the formation of
deserts along the fringes of the large freshwater lake known as Lake Orcadie. Climatic
changes caused the depth and extent of the lake to alter. Muds and sands were deposited in
the lake and, over millions of years, the remains of fish were fossilised in the lake bed. The
Sandwick Fish Bed shows the preservation of whole fish due to the anaerobic conditions
present in the large stagnant lake, not more than tens of metres deep. Subsequent tectonic
activity caused these sediments to become folded and faulted creating ranges of hills. This
activity also initiated lava flows from volcanic vents into sills and dykes. The hills created were
subject to millions of years of erosion and partial submergence by the sea. The islands of
Orkney represent the higher remnants of these hills, left exposed after the submergence of
lower land by the rises in sea level.
With the exception of the small outcrops of basement complex the Orkney Islands, therefore,
consist almost entirely of gently inclined sedimentary rocks of middle and upper Old Red
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Sandstone age. The middle Old Red Sandstone falls into two major groups. The lower group
comprising Stromness flags and Rousay flags is the dominant type through much of the area,
on Orkney Mainland, Rousay, Stronsay, Shapinsay, Westray and Sanday. These rocks
comprise sequences of thinly bedded grey and black siltstones and mudstones with
alternating thin beds of sandstones. These flags vary in colour from pale to dark browns and
greys. The upper group (Eday beds) comprises the lower, middle and upper Eday sandstone,
and is generally confined to the North Isles and parts of East Orkney Mainland, although it is
also present along the North Scapa and Brims Risa faults.

Folded Geology, Orkney ©LorneGill/NatureScot
Beds ascribed to the upper Old Red Sandstone are confined to the Island of Hoy where they
form up to 1000 metres depth of red, pink, and yellow sandstone with subordinate bands of
marl. They are underlain by a variable thickness of basalt lava and tuff which rest on an
irregular bed of middle Old Red Sandstone.
The Old Red Sandstones of Orkney are generally folded in open sinuous lines which
contribute to the rounded gentle topography. Tight folds with steep inclined strata are of
limited extent. The principal folds have a north/north-westerly trend which is reflected in the
alignment of the main loch basins and hill ridges.
The nature of folds and faults of the Old Red Sandstone is best appreciated around the coast,
where cliffs and rock platforms expose the details of jointing patterns, inclines and fault line
movements. More importantly, these features influence the rate and form of coastal erosion
and thereby determine to a great extent the coastal geomorphology. This includes visually
distinctive landforms such as Ward Hill and sea stacks like the Old Man of Hoy.
Faulting has been influential in the structural pattern of Orkney and in the disposition of
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various rock groups. The largest and most important of these are the North Scapa fault, the
East Scapa fault, and the Brims Risa fault. Once again, the principal orientation of fault lines
is north to north-west; faults adjacent to one another generally exhibit the same direction of
down-throw, which is predominantly eastwards. From the differences in bed thickness, it
appears that faults were active during, and possibly before, the deposition of the middle Old
Red Sandstone Eday beds.
Several small volcanic vents have been recorded, principally on Hoy, South Ronaldsay and
East Orkney Mainland. Some of these are closely connected with dykes, suggesting crustal
stretching in a north-north-west direction. Some of the vents contain breccia composed
entirely of sedimentary rock and these resemble the breccia vents of east Shetland. These
are generally difficult to discern in the landscape due to the mantle of till that covers the
bedrock.
The rocks of Orkney, in particular the regularly bedded flagstones, have provided a source
of first class building masonry which has been used since prehistoric times. Its natural
splitting qualities (into slabs and blocks) has enabled and encouraged the construction of
remarkable buildings by early inhabitants of the islands, many of which remain today. This
versatile indigenous resource has been used to the present day for walls, roofing slabs, floor
flags and stone fences. Its use in such a comprehensive manner helps to create a strong
relationship between human activity and the inherent physical structure of the islands.
Glaciation
The solid geology of the Orkney Islands was modified by glacial action during various
Quaternary ice ages, the last of which reached its maximum extent around 18,000 years ago.
Several studies indicate that ice streamed eastwards from eastern Sutherland and was then
deflected north-westwards over Caithness and Orkney by contact with the Scandinavian ice
sheet. After the retreat of these ice sheets, local glaciers lingered for some time in the valleys
and corries of Hoy and parts of Orkney Mainland, evidence of which can be seen in the form
of moraines and other landforms. Over much of the Orkney archipelago the main effects of
ice movement were to smooth out the pre-existing topography and to deposit vast quantities
of glacial till boulder clay.
Before glaciation, in areas where the rock is in flagstone form, the hillsides were probably
terraced by small rocky escarpments with scree at their base. In most areas the passage of
ice has filled the terraces with boulder clay and removed projecting rocks, leaving behind only
indistinct ledges. However, several distinct topographic features have also been created by
glaciation. Hoy displays many classic landforms of glacial erosion and deposition. The only
part of Orkney to have supported local glaciers, the north of Hoy has well-developed corries
on the east and west slopes of Ward Hill and on the north-west slope of Cuilags. The two
glens on either side of Ward Hill, which converge to form the wide valley at Rackwick, have
been considerably modified by valley glaciers to produce the distinctive U-shape. On the
south of Rousay, and in the higher parts of Westray, ice scouring emphasised terracing in
contrast to the smoothing effects elsewhere.
Glacial boulder clays and moraines associated with the most recent stage of Quaternary
glaciation almost exclusively account for the drift geology of Orkney Mainland. The boulder
clay of Orkney, which is largely confined to the low ground, is exposed in many coastal
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sections where it ranges in thickness from three to ten metres. It generally consists of red or
purple sandy clay with abundant polished and striated boulders. In eastern and many
northern exposures the matrix is composed of material largely derived from the marls and
sandstones of the Eday beds, and it also contains shell fragments incorporated from marine
deposits which the ice crossed offshore. Traced westward across West Orkney Mainland and
Westray, the red is gradually replaced by browns, yellow, and greys as the proportion of
comminuted (highly fractured) rock derived from the Rousay and Stromness flags increases.
The distribution of boulders in the till shows that the principal ice movement was in a northwesterly direction. Most boulders and smaller stones in the till consist of local material. Erratic
boulders carried by the ice into the study area are relatively rare. Most igneous and
metamorphic erratics can be matched with rocks outcropping in Sutherland, although some
are of Scandinavian origin.
Glacial deposition and fluvio-glacial activity created many landform features in Orkney. The
corries and glaciated valleys of Hoy contain morainic mounds. Hummocky moraines also
occur on Hoy on the hillside south east of Rackwick and in the valley of the Forse Burn.
Morainic mounds are found in the valley leading west from Finstown (Orkney Mainland) and
in the northern part of Orkney Mainland, near Harray and Evie. These may be the deposits
left by lobes of ice which, during a stage in the de-glaciation, re-advanced westward and
south-westward from the iced filled bays and straits up the valleys of West Orkney Mainland.
Fluvio-glacial deposits have been recorded in western Hoy, where spreads of sand and
gravel occupy the floor of the valleys north of Rackwick.
Post Glaciation Geology
Significant deposits of peat, laid down in post glacial times are also found across Orkney, the
largest areas being those covering the eastern hills of the West Orkney Mainland and the
greater part of central Hoy, with large deposits also found in Rousay and Eday. Most peat is
of the blanket type which ranges from less than half a metre to one metre in thickness. Basin
bogs are of relatively small extent, two examples being White Moss and Glins Moss both on
Orkney Mainland. There is evidence of peat submerged along the coastline indicating post
glacial sea rise
Recent drift deposits consist of windblown sand and alluvium. The development of bays
through sea level fluctuations, coastal erosion and subsequent deposition has caused the
build-up of sand dunes blown inland by the prevailing westerly winds. These sands are found
around many of the more open shallow bays, for example, the bays of Birsay and Skaill
(Orkney Mainland), Rackwick and Moaness (Hoy), Bow in Burray, and considerable areas of
Sanday, Westray and North Ronaldsay. The sand consists principally of fine shell fragments
and tends to have a high pH. High-level storm beaches occur in some exposed western
shores, for example in Westray and Rousay.
Hydrology
Water is an important feature of the landscapes of Orkney and it has influenced, and
continues to influence, the physical form of the land. There is very little in the way of fluvial
erosion in Orkney at the present day. The loch basins act as receptacles for most of the runoff in West Orkney Mainland. Large rivers are absent from Orkney due to sea level rise
flooding the lower reaches. However there are many burns which arise in upland areas, most
of which have been artificially straightened in the lowlands.
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The Newark dunes (tombolo) on Sanday ©Alistair Rennie/NatureScot
The tidal nature of the main lochs of Harray and Stenness provides an outlet for excess water
during periods of heavy rain. Elsewhere on the islands small burns and ditches carry runoff
to the sea down coastal inclines, into small bays or through coastal basins. In Hoy the
discharge of water is more dramatic, particularly where streams terminate as waterfalls down
the high cliffs of the north and west coasts of the island.
Generally, small streams on Orkney do not make a significant landscape impact, and the
inland lochs and coastline are the most notable water features. There are several lochs with
large areas of open water, usually shallow. They are important features of the landscape and
often have considerable ornithological interest. For example, Mill Loch on Eday, a SSSI, is of
national importance for breeding red-throated-divers. Botanical interest of the lochs also
appears to be high, although the emergent marginal vegetation is often poorly expressed.
The large lochs of Stenness and Harray are of special note for their transition from saline to
fresh water and are important for the over-wintering of wildfowl. The lowland water courses
and open water bodies are at risk from influence by nutrients from the agricultural land.
The number and extent of lochs within Orkney's island landscapes is an unusual
characteristic that emphasises the flooded nature of archipelago. Within West Orkney
Mainland in particular, the large loch basins provide both a physical and symbolic relationship
between the land and water.
On the smaller islands, lochs are not as extensive as on Orkney Mainland. They are,
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nevertheless, important features particularly as sources of fresh water and for wildlife. A
common characteristic is their absence of marginal scrub vegetation which emphasises the
flooded appearance of the landscape. Many of the island lochs are close to the coast in low
ground behind bays or formed as 'ouses' (small enclosed lochs), trapped behind sand or
shingle bars locally known as 'ayres'. Hoy and Rousay are distinguished by their higher inland
water bodies cradled within heathy valleys and on peat covered plateaux.

Loch of Harray, Orkney © Lorne Gill/NatureScot
Climate
Climatic factors have influenced the shape of Orkney's landscape through time, from the
weathering of surrounding sandstone massifs which formed the predominant geology of the
islands, to the severe climatic deterioration which brought northern Britain under the erosive
and depositional influences of ice sheets and glaciers. Climatic influences have helped shape
the cultural history of the islands, by determining the capacity for agriculture, the form of
buildings and the patterns of settlement. Climate continues to have considerable influence
on the landscape of Orkney today.
Post Glacial Climatic influences on Orkney
Following the last ice age temperatures rose, melting ice caps and raising the sea level. The
land around Orkney was flooded, creating a group of islands. As the sea level rose further,
deeper valleys were also submerged leaving only the old hill tops and high ground standing
clear of the sea, as numerous islands. The sea level stabilised about 6,000 years ago, but
Orkney continues to be submerged very slowly. Evidence for the gradual submergence of
Orkney into the sea in post-glacial times is demonstrated by the absence of raised beaches;
the presence in many bays of peat beds below the high water mark; and the existence at sea
level of lochs with fresh water deposits. The submersion of Orkney has been such that river
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systems were severely truncated, with only small streams now remaining.
The rise of sea level since the last glaciation is responsible for the "drowned" topography of
Orkney. The submergence of the land, coupled with frequent strong winds and the erosive
force of the sea, has been responsible for rapid marine erosion along the exposed coasts,
particularly along the west coasts of Hoy and Orkney Mainland. This has produced the
impressive cliffs with their geos (clefts), gloups (blow holes), natural arches, and stacks. The
most famous stack is the Old Man of Hoy. The submergence of the landscape has also
created the distinctive coastal valleys or 'voes' (narrow inlets).

A sea stack and sea cliffs at Yesnaby, Orkney© Lorne Gill/NatureScot
The rising sea during the postglacial period has reworked sediments in the offshore zone and
these have been moved onshore to create the sands that now form the popular beaches such
as Waulkmilll and Skaill. Ayres (bay-mouth sand or shingle bars) have been created by
longshore drift, forming ouses (small enclosed lochs) at the coast.
During the changes in climate experienced during the Iron Age, peat accumulated on Orkney.
The weather cooled and became wetter which lead to slower decomposition rates. This,
coupled with the reduction in tree cover, by both anthropological and natural causes, lead to
an accumulation of organic material and the creation of peatland bogs. These bogs have
allowed the preservation of artefacts in excellent condition such as the Orkney Hood, a child’s
fringed woollen cloak, found near Tankerness in the 19th Century and carbon dated to
between AD250 and AD615.
Present day climate and weather
The climate and weather of the Orkney Islands today is governed by three factors: the
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intimate relationship with the sea; the open landscape; and the high latitude. The climate is
described as hyper-oceanic, producing a cool and moist equitable climate, exposed to the
severity of the Atlantic weather systems and salt-laden winds.
Wind from the west and south-east is one of the most significant features of the Orkney
climate. Gales are frequent, occurring on 29 days of an average year, with the winter months
between October and March being the windiest. The geographical position of Orkney
accounts for the gales which frequently affect the islands. Most Atlantic depressions cross
Britain on a south-west to north-east path, taking them just west and north of Orkney. These
depressions bring strong winds which are unimpeded as they cross the sea, building up very
high velocities and carrying salt spray. The impact, sounds and taste of the winds are
essential parts of the Orkney landscape, influencing land-use capabilities and building styles.
Orkney's few trees reflect the impact of the wind in their sheared and contorted forms.
The winds often pick up heat and moisture from the warm ocean water associated with the
northern extension of the Gulf Stream: the North Atlantic Drift. This generates frequent cloud
cover and fine persistent rain, but the annual rainfall remains relatively low. This has been
attributed to the generally low relief of the islands and the effect of lying in the rain shadow of
North West Sutherland. The maritime influence of the North Atlantic Drift brings mild
conditions to the islands, keeping winter temperatures above the norm for Orkney's latitude,
with average temperatures of 5 to 6° C, and holding summer temperatures down to a cool
average of 15° C. The growing season in Orkney lasts for between five and six months, and
although it remains marginal for cereal crops, the risk of early or late frosts is relatively low.
The high winds have a drying effect on the land, preventing widespread waterlogging.
Salt, carried from the sea into the air or flung from the breaking waves as spray, exerts quite
an important influence in the landscape. Along the top of coastal cliffs salt-resistant plants
create a carpet of colour when in flower, and the browner appearance of Orkney's pasture in
winter is influenced by salt burn. It is also believed that the presence of sea salt in the air
contributes to the lack of disease and general health of plants and animals enhancing
Orkney's reputation for high quality livestock and farm produce.
Soils
The variation in soil types in Orkney depends upon the parent material: Old Red Sandstone,
boulder clay, peat, blown sand, fluvio-glacial deposits, or a basement inlier of metamorphic
or igneous rock, depending upon the location. The main influence that soil has on the
landscape is on the vegetation and land uses resulting from its composition.
The vast majority of lowland West Orkney Mainland is covered by soils whose parent
materials are greyish brown drifts derived from the Middle Old Red Sandstone series
flagstones and sandstones. The soils are dominated by poorly-drained non-calcareous gleys
(accounting for 40% of the Orkney and North East Caithness area) and peat (covering 20%
of the area). 15% of the area is covered by brown forest soils and a further 12% is peaty
gleys. The gleys are generally surface water gleys in which the downward movement of water
is hindered. The brown forest soils develop on the more strongly sloping land and are often
characterised by hardened horizons. The brown forest soils and non-calcareous gleys are
capable of supporting arable crops and permanent grass, and peaty gleys can support some
grasslands. In some coastal areas, particularly the western seaboard of Orkney Mainland,
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Rousay and Westray, the drift geology has obviously been affected by the sea to create saline
gleys and gley rankers, capable of supporting only a limited range of coastal grasses and sea
plantain.
On the lower slopes of the hills in Orkney Mainland, and the higher ground of the western
Orkney Mainland coast, Rousay and Eday, there is an abundance of peaty component soils
which support Atlantic heather moor. The higher hilly areas of central Orkney Mainland and
Hoy have a blanket peat covering which is not conducive to improvement for agriculture.
Most of northern and western Hoy is covered with a soil derived from drifts from the upper
Old Red Sandstone age. These soils are mostly peaty podzols and gleys which can support
heather moor and blanket bog. On the highest peaks, and extending down to about 275
metres above sea level, are alpine and subalpine soils which support a vegetation of alpine
lichen heath, mountain grassland and upland blanket bog.
Various other soil types are present in the Orkney Islands but are not as widely distributed
as those mentioned above. They mostly reflect local variations in the underlying drift geology.
At the coast around Billia Croo and to the west of Stromness the basement complex bedrock
surfaces and the soils (peaty gleys and podzols) are derived from a parent group of Old Red
Sandstone age mixed with some granites and schist. On the west side of Swanbister Bay is
a small area of alluvial soils upon which a range of grasses can survive, along with swamp
rush pastures and sedge mires. Shell sands occur in some bays and coastal areas, most
extensively in Sanday and in some parts of Orkney Mainland, Westray, North Ronaldsay and
South Ronaldsay. The shell sand has produced calcareous soils and gleys capable of
supporting dune or machair plant communities. Several different soil types occur at Rackwick,
including peaty podzols derived from fluvio-glacial sands and gravels from upper Old Red
Sandstones. There is also a small deposit of soil derived from basaltic rock drift, supporting
herb rich Atlantic heather moor.
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3. HUMAN INFLUENCES
Introduction
Like the majority of Scotland, Orkney’s landscape has been shaped by the generations of
people who have lived there in the past; present day inhabitants continue to influence the
landscape. Orkney is extraordinary in terms of both its ever-increasing number of known
archaeological sites and the remarkable state of preservation in which many are found. It is
also unusual because, as Orkney has been virtually treeless for millennia, it is possible to view
all but the earliest monuments in something akin to the landscape in which they were created
in terms of skyline and landforms, at the very least. There is a huge variety of site types across
the islands, reflecting differences in geography, land use and past cultural groupings. The
evolution of traditional land uses, like agriculture and defence, continue to shape Orkney and
their influence is joined by more modern land-uses, such as energy production.
History of settlement and land use
The interaction between physical and cultural forces is clearly demonstrated in Orkney, where
human activity can be dated back to at least 7000 BC, although isolated finds have been
made which date back to the Palaeolithic era. Physical factors such as soils and climate
influenced human activity, as did the availability of plants and animals, and the early
Orcadians began the process of adapting to and modifying the environment in their building,
farming, domestic and ritual practices. The construction of monumental sites in prehistory,
and the often-observed phenomenon of the re-use of sites over millennia, sometimes
resulting in the creation of artificial mounds over time, mean that ancient activities still form
significant and highly visible aspects of the modern landscape. The following paragraphs
outline briefly the influence of human cultures in the Orkney landscapes.
Mesolithic C7000-4000BC
The Mesolithic was a period when humans lived as nomadic hunter-gatherers, migrating
seasonally and building only temporary shelters. No permanent stone structures were left
behind, so in comparison to subsequent periods material remains are often scant.
In Orkney, this activity took place in a landscape much removed from that of the 21st Century.
Sea levels were lower and the familiar low-lying islands we see today were the hill tops of
one, and then two large islands. In several instances, modern lochs and bays were wetlands.
Palaeo-environmental work suggests that high ground was vegetated by open grassland,
hazel, birch and willow. Lower ground, now submerged, was vegetated with diverse mixed
woodland. This is exemplified by the forest remnants found in the Bay of Moaness on Rousay
and Otterswick Bay on Sanday, where researchers have identified wetland woods of hazel
and willow underlying sand deposits. Such woodland, complemented by rich coastal
resources, could have provided ample food and shelter - the ideal environment for human
activity. As a result, a paucity of Mesolithic finds might be expected in Orkney with most sites
located beneath modern sea level. This is supported by research that found evidence of
submerged stone structures, suggested to be early Neolithic, in the Bay of Firth.
However, there have been many Mesolithic discoveries made in Orkney. Only one settlement
site has been located to this point - Links House on Stronsay. Here, a seasonal occupation
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site was identified which may have been used over a considerable period of time. Stake/post
holes, pits and other features have been excavated and almost 25,000 pieces of flint including
points, awls, microliths, and blades found. The site has been radiocarbon dated to 7050–
6650 BC.
Aside from the Links House site, most Mesolithic finds consist of ‘scatters’ of tools, flint flakes
or other debris associated with tool production. These have been located variously by
fieldwalking ploughed fields, as stray finds, and during excavation of sites from later periods.
Such discoveries have been made on Sanday, Stronsay, Papa Westray, Westray, Rousay,
and in multiple locations in Mainland Orkney, for example Yesnaby, Loch of Stenness and
Wideford Hill.
Considering the low archaeological visibility of the Mesolithic in general, and the much altered
geography of Orkney, the spread of discoveries described might be suggestive of more than
just the occasional visitor in this era. The naturally evolving landscape and environment have
been conducive to human activity for millennia. There are indications that humans may also
have started to influence the environment at this juncture. It had been suggested that
episodes of forest burning, represented in the palaeo-environmental record by microscopic
charcoal fragments, indicate deliberate acts designed to promote grazing land for prey, but
natural explanations are equally viable at this stage of prehistory.
Neolithic 4,000 BC - 2,200 BC
The Neolithic saw the advent of permanent human settlement, farming, monumental ritual
architecture, communal burial and the development of a more complex society. This new way
of living spread slowly from Europe, complete with new types of stone tool, the first pottery,
domesticated animals and crops. In this era, temperatures were slightly warmer than today,
ideal for the development of agriculture.
Palaeo-environmental records show the impacts that this change in lifestyle had in Orkney.
Woodland cover decreased through the early Neolithic, until the forests survived as only
isolated pockets of trees by around 3500BC. By the late Neolithic, trees were almost as
limited in their extent as they are today. Meantime, sea level continued to rise and the islands
we know today were starting to form, but swathes of dry land persisted which in modern times
are submerged. Orkney’s landscape and environment were now demonstrably subject to the
influences of both natural and human activity.
Against this backdrop, human society appears to have flourished. Midden deposits show
sheep, pig and cattle being farmed, wheat and barley cultivated but also on-going utilisation
of wild resources: red deer, seal, molluscs, fish and whale. The population is assumed to
have increased as settlements and ritual monuments were constructed across the
archipelago. Many of these sites are considered to be of worldwide importance today,
attracting visitors and researchers alike to Orkney. The best known of sites are famous
because of their state of preservation and their dramatic appearance within the low, sweeping
Orkney landscape.
This preservation is due to a number of factors. Natural, windblown sand deposits, sometimes
metres thick, covered hectares of land and, in some cases, filled and covered sites,
concealing and protecting them. This was the case at the famous late Neolithic site of Skara
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Brae, which was exposed by a storm in 1850. Skara Brae also illustrates well another
preservation factor: use of stone as a building material.
Stone became the predominant building material during the course of the Orcadian Neolithic,
it is thought partly due to deforestation and partly for cultural reasons, whereas elsewhere in
Britain timber remained the principal building material. Not only have monumental stone
circles and chambered tombs survived intact in Orkney, so have domestic settlements.
Buildings and, in some cases, stone furnishings have been discovered. Skara Brae, for
example, presents a vivid impression of how people lived complete with houses,
interconnecting passages, beds, boxes, fireplaces, clay ovens and stone drains.
The third principle factor is the rural nature of modern Orkney, and the limited areas of
intensive agricultural activity. This means that not only the quality, but the quantity of known
surviving sites is high. It is possible to envisage the complete Neolithic landscape - the land,
the settlement, ritual and burial sites, in parts of Orkney. This has been recognised by
UNESCO, who proclaimed ‘The Heart of Neolithic Orkney’ as a World Heritage Site in 1999,
acclaimed as one of Western Europe’s richest surviving Neolithic landscapes. Global interest
in Orkney’s Neolithic has led to it being a focus of research and excavation over the last 20
years, and our understanding of this period is constantly evolving.
Currently, the Neolithic is divided into two overlapping periods: early and late. The transition
occurred around 3100BC. During the Early Neolithic, Orkney-Cromarty passage graves (e.g.
Midhowe on Rousay) and both timber (e.g. Smerquoy) and stone houses (e.g. Knap of
Howar) were constructed. On some sites, both stone and timber houses are represented
(e.g. Wideford Hill and Ha Breck on Wyre). The houses notably mirror the contemporary
tombs in plan. Round bottomed ceramic vessels known as Unstan Ware were used.
The Late Neolithic saw a shift to construction of Maeshowe-type chambered cairns (e.g.
Maeshowe itself and Quoyness on Sanday). These have a central chamber with radiating
side cells. The houses (e.g. Skara Brae, Barnhouse), now only constructed of stone, are
again reminiscent of these tombs in plan. A ceramic style known as Grooved Ware is
associated with this period.
The field of Neolithic research in Orkney is huge, and it is not appropriate to try to cover it
fully here. As stated above, in the Neolithic the evidence points to humans shaping their
environment through deforestation and introduction of crop species. There are also examples
of their use of the landscape for more than simply survival. This is most obvious in the Heart
of Neolithic Orkney, where an almost theatrical effect is created by the siting of The Ring of
Brodgar and the Stones of Stenness at either side of the massive ceremonial complex of the
Ness of Brodgar, all within a low-lying basin surrounded by hills. This use of landscape
continues into the Bronze Age, when, although much else appears to have changed, ongoing use of this basin for ceremonial and burial purposes is indisputable.
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Bronze Age 2,200 BC – 700 BC
The change from the use of stone to bronze for tools and weapons is not as apparent in
Orkney as in other parts of Britain, as very few bronze objects have been recovered which
date to this period. However, the differences between the Bronze Age and the Neolithic are
stark.

Standing stones at the Ring of Brodgar. © Lorne Gill/NatureScot
The natural environment continued to change. The landscape was becoming comparable to
modern Orkney in terms of sea level and forestation. Nevertheless, a marked climatic
deterioration began to take place. The mean temperature dropped, rainfall increased and
blanket peat began to form in upland areas. Peat bog and heathland became widespread.
Construction of monumental sites ceased and a general shift from communal burial to
individual burials is seen across Europe. Many of the burials are cremations, placed in small
stone coffins or cists, which were then covered by an earthen mound or cairn. Hundreds of
these burial mounds are still evident across Orkney, although many have been truncated by
ploughing. Excavations have shown cemeteries can survive below ground even where this
is the case. On Orkney, notably, there is continuity from the Neolithic of the importance of
specific places for burial in spite of the change in burial type. Small Bronze Age burial mounds
cluster around the grand sites in the Heart of Neolithic Orkney, for example. On Sanday,
Bronze Age cists can be seen inserted into the top of Neolithic chambered cairns at Tofts
Ness. Here and at Elsness, also on Sanday, crescentic lines of Bronze Age mounds arc
around chambered cairns. Evidence for Bronze Age settlement is more elusive than that of
the Neolithic. Relatively few sites are yet recognised and fewer have been excavated. A
notable exception is Links of Noltland on Westray where both Neolithic and Bronze Age
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remains have been found. Here, as was the case at Skara Brae, settlement remains were
encompassed and protected by windblown sand, only to be revealed in the 1800s by aeolian
erosion.
Work here has identified a cemetery, fields and around ten Bronze Age buildings. The
cemetery was located close to the houses, with around 50 individuals represented as
cremations and inhumations.
Another distinctive site type normally associated with the Bronze Age is the burnt mound.
These typically kidney-shaped grassed mounds are always located beside a water source,
be it a stream or a constructed cistern, as at Meur on Sanday. They are formed of burnt and
heat-cracked stones which have been piled around a trough and a fire. The primary function
of the sites appeared to be heating water in a stone lined trough simply by dropping in heated
stones. The purpose of this has been suggested as cooking, processing hide or use as a
sauna. Orkney burnt mounds differ from mainland Scottish examples in having associated
structures and are known as complex burnt mounds.
Burnt mounds are interesting in their frequency. This may indicate a higher population than
indicated by the paucity of known settlement remains. Orkney’s crannogs may also fit into
this time period, but as yet little research has been carried out to describe and quantify the
site type or date known examples. Elsewhere in Scotland, crannogs have been found to be
multi-period sites with dates spanning the Neolithic through to the medieval period.
Iron Age 700 BC – AD 400
By 600BC, continued climatic deterioration meant that the climate and landscape of Orkney
because similar to today a. Less upland cultivation was possible and there were increased
pressures on low-lying areas. However, cultivation of crops and farming of sheep, pig and
cattle continued, as did exploitation of available natural resources such as red deer and
molluscs.
In contrast with the Neolithic and Bronze Age, finds of burials are not common, although an
Iron Age cemetery, which was in use from 200BC to 500AD, was excavated at Knowe of
Skea on Westray. Here, collapsed Bronze Age structures were re-used to contain
inhumations and cremations.
Most notably, this period saw a return to monumental building, but now of substantial, doublewalled stone towers known as brochs. These often had surrounding settlements and external
fortifications such as those at Gurness and Midhowe, Rousay. This may indicate a change in
society from that occupying the more dispersed settlement of the Bronze Age. Most brochs
were constructed in defensive locations, on high ground or at the coast. This defensive nature
could indicate a preoccupation with control of land, perhaps triggered by the decline in the
productive land caused by climate change.
There are a large number of brochs in Orkney, all of which have long since partially collapsed
and now survive as massive grassed mounds, highly visible in the landscape. Many were
excavated historically. Sections of walling and intra-mural features like stairs and cells have
in some cases been left uncovered and can still be seen.
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In many cases, broch sites have been re-used after the original structure fell out of use, in
several cases for the construction of early churches. Some sites remain in use today, with
modern farms built on large mounds which are believed to be broch sites, for example at How
and Westbrough on Sanday. In particularly flat areas like Sanday, these mounds, which have
retained their significance as places for millennia, are the most prominent features in the
modern landscape.
Brochs are the most visible remnant of the Iron Age today, but they were not alone in the Iron
Age landscape. Roundhouses, such as the early Iron Age example excavated at Tofts Ness
on Sanday, showed undefended sites existed alongside brochs, as did souterrains:
underground passages used for storage which are normally associated with roundhouses.
Later in the Iron Age, there was a move away from construction of defensive sites back to a
landscape of undefended farmsteads. For example, at the Cairns broch, the defensive ditch
was partially infilled and a later Iron Age building used for metal-working was constructed
over the top of it. Wheelhouses also appear: undefended roundhouses with internal divisions
which resemble a spoked wheel when viewed in plan. These are common in the Western
Isles, but there are eight known examples in Orkney.
Although the Orkney Islands were known to the Romans, Roman occupation did not advance
this far north. Shards of Roman pottery have been found at broch sites and indicate a
movement of goods through trade or contact.
Pictish Period c. AD 300 – 900
The period, which could equally be referred to as the Later Iron Age, is when early historical
references first give us hints as to who was living in Scotland. Debate surrounds the dating
for the commencement of a 'Pictish period' and the origins of the Picts. The Picts are accepted
to be the indigenous Iron Age tribes who were given a new name that was derived from the
Roman descriptions of them as Picti (painted people). Later sources tell us that Orkney was
within the Pictish cultural orbit by the beginning of the 7th Century and was administratively
absorbed into the Pictish Kingdom by the early 8th Century. At that time it had its power centre
in Tayside and was the strongest political force in northern Britain.
The most archaeologically visible aspect of Pictish culture is the carved symbol stone. Only
eight symbol stones have been recovered from Orkney, the best known being that on the
Brough of Birsay, just off Orkney Mainland. Here, the remains of a Pictish period settlement
are directly overlain by subsequent Norse activity. Structures dating to the Pictish period
include wheelhouses and brochs, and the so-called figure-of-eight houses like the one
excavated at Buckquoy, which are again overlain by Norse structures.
Little is known of Early Pictish religion, rituals, or burials, which appear to be within long and
short cists. The single most influential development in Orkney in Pictish times was the
introduction of Christianity. First contact with Christianity would seem to be around the 6th
Century AD but there was little church authority until the 8th Century. The remains of chapels
situated on broch mounds are a visible reminder of this period.
Norse Rule
The influence of the Norse on Orkney was extensive and persists today. They were seafarers
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and farmers, they invaded and they settled. From a Norwegian perspective the lands of
Orkney would have been temptingly fertile, while the sheltered bays would have been familiar
and practical. This package was conducive to their economy of mixed farming and
exploitation of maritime resources.
They stayed on Orkney and took control, be it forcibly or with consent, and they brought their
language. The origins of almost all current place names are derived from Old Norse and
either describe the location or indicate the status and size of the settlement. The easily
recognised elements "Bu", "Bay", "Skaill", are known to mark the farmsteads of especially
high status. They are invariably sited in prime positions and the locations often remain in use
today. ‘Garth’ refers to subdivision of land and the creation of new settlement. Large estates
typically generated outset settlements - ‘umbesetts’ - around them, which were inhabited by
a dependent population. Kirkwall derives from the Old Norse Kirkjuvagar or church on the
bay, probably a reference to St Magnus Cathedral.
Early Norse remains include boat noosts - slipways into which that longships could be pulled
to protect them from storms - and burials. Noosts, often made of stone, are visible around
the coast of Orkney. Orkney also has the largest concentration of pre-Christian Norse graves
in Scotland, including extensive cemeteries at Pierowall in Westray. Elaborate boat burials
were excavated in Westness from 1963 onwards, with human remains found - men and a
woman with her newborn - as well as weapons, jewellery and tools. One of the men shows
the remains of arrows in his body, suggesting a violent death. The Scar Viking boat burial
site on Sanday was excavated quickly before autumn storms could wash away the site and
the dated artefacts put the grave date to between 875 and 950 AD.
The Norse brought rectangular house construction, a style which has persisted from that
time. The longhouse comprised a divided core area for both the family and livestock, to which
further extensions were added, literally creating long houses. They frequently had a kiln for
drying grain at one end, a necessity in such an uncertain climate. These traditional farm
buildings were constructed with low eaves, mostly of a single storey with thick masonry walls
and small window openings. Roofs were covered with thin flagstones laid as a square or as
large overlapping wedge shapes. Weighted thatch or turf was traditionally used, but few retain
this roof covering today. These solid, squat forms were designed in response to the elements
and technical limitations.
More elaborate structures - Norse halls, built of timber or stone - also occur in Orkney.
Examples constructed of both building materials have been excavated at Pool, Sanday,
where they form the latest phase of a multi-period mound established during the Neolithic.
The postholes of the timber hall were massive, suggestive of timbers which must have been
imported from elsewhere. Another recently excavated stone-walled example at Skaill,
Rousay, cited as a ‘drinking hall’, contained stone benches along each long side.
From the Norse period onwards, traditional techniques led to the general use of 13 feet as
the internal width, this being the maximum span economically achievable with the type of
timber generally available. The continuity of the longhouse tradition and the ease with which
drystone construction could subsequently be altered or repaired make it very difficult to
precisely date Orkney vernacular architecture. The longhouse is evident at Norse settlement
sites such as the Brough of Birsay. The influence of this form can be seen throughout Orkney
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today.
Orkney has several religious and secular remains from the 12th Century onwards. These
include the Round Church, Orphir and the prominent St. Magnus Church on Egilsay. The
most famous is probably St. Magnus' Cathedral in Kirkwall, a magnificent red sandstone
structure, with the oldest parts dating from 800 years ago. Whilst the Cathedral has been
progressively extended and maintained over the centuries, two other notable Renaissance
palaces suffered during periods of conflict and now stand as ruins. These are the Earl’s
Palace in Birsay and Bishop's Palace in Kirkwall.
The Norse period also sees an availability of more historical sources to colour-in the history
behind the material remains we see in the landscape. The Bandamanna saga from Iceland,
which takes place sometime after the year 1000 AD, recounts the voyage of a young man
named Oddr who, thanks to favourable winds, is able to sail all the way from Iceland to
Orkney to collect malt and grains (corn) for a wedding feast without having to hardly lift a
finger. Whether this is a true tale or not, it indicates that Orkney was already established as
a part of the Norse supply chain, whether through trade or pilfering. The 'Orkneyinga Saga',
compiled in the early 13th Century concerns events of the previous century. It paints a vivid
picture of some of the most powerful men in the Norse world - the Orkney earls and conflates
their exploits to mythical levels. Upstanding remains of churches and monasteries can be
visited at St. Magnus Cathedral, Kirkwall, Orphir, Egilsay, Birsay, Tuquoy in Westray and
Eynhallow. Cubbie Row Castle at Wyre is one of the earliest stone castles in Scotland and
was built around 1145 by Kolbein Hruga, of Norse origin.
Multi-period settlement
The re-use of sites through prehistory and history occurs throughout the periods of human
occupation described above. The reasons behind this are likely to be a combination of
practical and symbolic. From a practical point of view, location of sites is a factor. Sheltered
bays or valleys beside water sources, or places where particularly desirable resources of the
time happen to be concentrated, will always have had a draw. A site, especially stoneconstructed, which has fallen out of use is an easy source of building materials. There are
many examples of sites where old buildings have been levelled, some stone removed for
reuse and the remainder of the structures backfilled with rubble or midden material. New
buildings were then constructed directly on top. This process has often happened repeatedly
on the same site. Some coastal examples are being actively eroding by the sea, proving an
opportunity to glimpse the many layers of human activity, as at Pool on Sanday.
From a symbolic point of view, the levelling of old buildings with all their intrinsic associations
and the imposition of a different style of structure on the same site could be seen as a stamp
of dominance. This might be an appropriate interpretation for the Norse re-use of Pictish sites
as at Brough of Birsay, and the Early Christian chapels sited on brochs, as at Peters Kirk in
Evie. Whatever the various factors involved, the impact on the modern landscape is
undeniable. These anthropogenic accumulations, alongside mounds created by the collapse
of massive brochs, are significant features, visible for miles and contrasting with the rolling
natural landscape. The many examples on the flat landscapes of Sanday and North
Ronaldsay, as touched on above, remain the most prominent features in the landscape.
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Scottish Feudal Rule
Orkney was ruled from Norway until 1468 when it was made part of the dowry of Margaret,
daughter of Christian I of Norway for her marriage to James III of Scotland. Both Orkney and
Shetland were annexed to the Crown of Scotland in that year, and Kirkwall was elevated to
Royal Burgh status by James III.
The 16th Century saw the first resurgence of major building works on monumental buildings
since the 12th Century golden age of St Magnus’ Cathedral and the Bishops Palace at
Kirkwall. A busy period of castle/palace/fortified mansion construction began in Orkney with
the building of Noltland Castle in 1560-74. Located near Pierowall on Westray at what may
be Orkney’s best natural harbour and in an excellent defensive position, the castle was
constructed by Sir Gilbert Balfour who had connections with Mary Queen of Scots.
In 1560 the Crown estates in Orkney and Shetland were gifted to Lord Robert Stewart by his
half-sister Mary, Queen of Scots; later revoked in favour of making her new husband, the Earl
of Bothwell, the Duke of Orkney. On her defeat Stewart reclaimed the islands using his new
powers to raise rents and taxes and control trade. Possibly inspired by the Renaissance
design of Noltland Castle, Robert Stewart had the Earl’s Palace at Birsay built between 1569
and 1574. This palace was constructed as a fortified house in the newly fashionable
Renaissance style, with early records showing the presence of gardens around the main
building. The Palace dominates the current village of Birsay and surrounding area and
reinforces the importance of this area of Orkney in this period.
Robert Stewart was succeeded by his son Patrick in 1593 who carried his powers further,
enforcing labour for quarrying to supply his private building projects including the Earl's
Palace in Kirkwall. The Earl’s Palace is one of the finest examples of Renaissance
architecture in Scotland. Construction began in 1600 and the intention was to include the
recently restored and reconstructed Bishop’s Palace adjacent to it. This plan was never
realised as Patrick Stewart ran out of funds; however the Earl’s Palace was largely
completed. The Stewart rule ended with Patrick and his son Robert being executed for
treason and the Earl’s Palace became the residence of the bishops of Orkney. These fortified
palaces demonstrate both the turbulent nature of this period in Orkney and Scotland but also
through their Renaissance designs the wider connections and links with Scotland and
Europe.
The earliest recorded development in Stromness was in the late 16th Century when an inn
was opened to cater to the increasing number of vessels heading for the Atlantic to develop
trade with America and the Far East. In the mid to late 17th Century, a Cromwellian garrison
was stationed in Kirkwall, occupying the town; a fort was built on the east shore although no
trace of it now remains. By 1750, the title Earldom of Orkney had lost all connection with the
islands.
Land Tenure and Historical Developments in Agriculture
The form of the historic landscape in Orkney is complex, with different forms of land use
overlying one another. In parts of Orkney, the remains of medieval field systems and land
tenure can still be seen in the form of turf head dykes. A survey undertaken at Eynhallow in
2015 identified a complex multi-period field system with areas of pre-improvement rig and
furrow and later rig and furrow both overlying earlier turf banks of a past field system.
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Geophysical survey at Skaill Farm on Rousay indicated the presence of earlier boundaries
on a different alignment to the present post-medieval boundaries.
The traditional system of land tenure in Orkney, ’Udal law’, differs in some respects from that
in the rest of Scotland, and has a Norse origin. Udal inheritance rejected primogeniture and
shared out property among all the sons. This led to excessive fragmentation of holdings in
some districts. From the 16th Century onwards both the Udal and Scottish feudal system were
used in Orkney with the usage of the feudal system accelerated by the Stewart earls, the
Episcopalian bishops in the 17th Century and the merchant lairds of the 18th Century.
It is thought that in pre-enclosure times the ‘tunship’ would have been a small unit comprising
houses each with some private land, one or more blocks of communally held land in ‘runrig’,
and shares of outfield grazing and shore resources. Knowledge of tunship settlements is
largely derived from the old Rentals, tax-rolls showing the various skats or taxes due to the
Earls or Bishops from each farm or tunship. Under the runrig system the different types of
land, better and worse, were shared out amongst everyone in long strips, with some land left
uncultivated between the strips and no formal boundaries.
Around the middle of the 18th Century, some small industry had been introduced: linen and
yarn manufacturing and kelp-burning. Through the latter, large estate owners made a lot of
money from seaweed prepared into solid kelp which was shipped southwards for glass and
soap manufacture. The landowners coerced their tenants into kelp manufacture by leasing
cultivated land at very high rents, forcing tenants to seek additional employment. The
fragmentation of agricultural holdings over the years was further encouraged by 18th and 19th
Century mercantile landlords, who could exploit a large pool of low-paid dependent labour in
their development of the kelping and fishing industries. Due to Udal law the ownership of
adjacent land in Orkney commonly extends down to the low tide mark, allowing landlords
greater control of the total available resources. The kelping industry left many backshores
marked by groups of circular burning pits. A particularly well-preserved group of kelp burning
pits can be seen at Crook Beach on Sanday. The practice of tangle gathering, now for the
chemical industry and cottage industries, continues to feature in such areas, with elaborately
improvised drystone and driftwood structures.
The main alternatives to working the land were provided by the Hudson Bay Company,
whaling and fishing fleets. The former had a supply and recruiting station in Stromness from
which young men were recruited to work on trading posts in Canada. Stromness was a
freshwater stop for John Franklin and Captain Cook on their way north and the Orcadian
surgeon John Rae was recruited from here by the Hudson Bay Company. He was later
important in discovering the final part of the Northwest Passage and retracing the last steps
of John Franklin’s doomed expedition. These maritime links further demonstrate that, as in
earlier times, Orkney was well connected to the British mainland, Europe and America and
ideas and goods spread there more quickly than other more inland areas of mainland
Scotland.
19th and 20th Century Agricultural Changes
At the beginning of the 19th Century, subsistence agriculture prevailed: oats and bere were
grown on better land but the land itself was often divided under the runrig system of unfenced
strips. The kelp industry was profitable while the superior Mediterranean product was
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unavailable due to the Napoleonic wars and the landowners had little incentive to modernise
the agricultural sector. The kelp trade collapsed with the defeat of Napoleon and, in 1823,
the Leblanc process for cheap synthetic soda-making further damaged the industry. This left
the lairds little option but to make more money from their land by increasing efficiency and
productivity.
Whilst the rig system was removed in the 18th Century, the field patterns remained and it was
not until the mid-19th Century that large-scale consolidation took place. The modern
landscape of rectilinear fields mainly derives from this period of rearrangement, brought about
by the influence on estate owners of new ideas from mainland Britain. The invention of
steamships and their subsequent use for commercial haulage was the key technological
innovation which made possible the change from mixed subsistence farming to specialised
store cattle production. Steamships opened up the markets of mainland Britain and facilitated
the importation of materials such as coal and machinery. This encouraged and enabled
investment in agriculture and, consequently, the agricultural landscapes of Orkney were
modernised and altered on a large-scale by both existing and new landlords. Several
landowners used wealth generated in England, Scotland and the colonies to finance
ambitious land improvement and house building schemes. One of the most successful of
these landlords was Major Balfour, who bought Shapinsay in 1782 and proceeded to make
many agricultural improvements through enclosure, cultivation of new lands, and rotational
cultivation. At Shapinsay virtually the whole of the island was divided into fields of four
hectares, a feature that is still apparent today.
It was also at this time that many of the old house groupings were broken up and new
settlement patterns created in relation to the consolidated farm units. Many Orkney houses
date from this period. Far-sighted land owners provided their tenants with longer leases giving
them the incentive of greater security to undertake long-term improvements. Widespread
enclosure took place, new ploughs were introduced, and new types of seed and livestock
were tried. By the late 19th Century, the arable acreage in Orkney had increased. However it
was livestock that became the basis of the new found prosperity in agriculture.
There was little land clearance in Orkney, unlike neighbouring Caithness, however Rousay
suffered from mass evictions around Westness and Quandale. Until then, the area had been
a good corn growing area but the landowner of the time favoured sheep farming. The area is
still deserted with ruined crofts, the remains of turf dykes and runrig farming still apparent.
Smaller scale enforced movement of people also occurred in areas of other islands such as
Sanday and Eynhallow. In the late 19th Century, the Crofter Act was passed, introducing
security of tenure, heritable tenure, and fair rents which reduced the risks for tenant farmers.
Wealthier homes from the 18th and 19th Centuries frequently adopted one-and-a-half or twostorey forms with simple formal elevations generally comprising gable chimneys, deeply
recessed doors and windows, few dormers and four pane windows of small size. The 'ink pot'
house, an imported form generally used in manses, is an interesting building design
employed at several locations, such as West Manse on Sanday. It has centrally positioned
fireplaces and chimneys which form the core of the house. The result is a distinctive formal
elevation of two storeys with a pyramidal roof whose apex is one or two large chimney stacks.
The success of the agricultural reforms allowed landlords and wealthy entrepreneurs to build
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country houses. The architectural sophistication and grandeur of these properties contrast
sharply with the small, utilitarian farmsteads. The country houses and castles of Balfour
(Shapinsay), Melsetter (Hoy), Tankerness, Skaill, Woodwick, Clestrain and Breckness
(Orkney Mainland), Trumland House (Rousay), and Carrick House (Eday) are examples.
Some were used primarily in summer, the winter residences being in the towns of Kirkwall or
Stromness or further afield. Unlike their counterparts in mainland Scotland, these houses
generally do not have extensive or significant designed landscapes, with the exceptions of
Balfour Castle and Melsetter House (which are both included on the Inventory of Gardens
and Designed Landscapes) The designed landscapes around the estate houses provide
almost all of the established rural woodlands in Orkney and are therefore a significant
landscape element. The cores of estates are recognisable by the presence of rectilinear
drystone dykes, gateways or lodges; small shelter woodlands and walled gardens; as well as
home farms or small-scale designed settlements. The houses are located to capitalise on
views of the coast and access to the shore for boats, and to the road network. Built to reflect
current fashions, one or two of the houses are manifestations of the Scottish Baronial style,
such as Balfour, on Shapinsay, while Melsetter House on Hoy is a good example of the Arts
and Crafts design movement. Many of the 19th Century grand houses were successfully
occupied only by their builder's generation: their upkeep in the Orkney climate has proved to
be an onerous obligation for contemporary owners. Several are only partially occupied and
some are searching for other uses such as visitor centres or hotels.
Several fine water mills can still be seen in the Orkney landscape. These were built in areas
with slopes that are steep enough to generate an adequate flow of water in the burns to drive
the mill wheels. Primitive mills were designed with a horizontal wheel, and several sites have
been found in Orkney lowland basins. These were designed to make the most of a low head
and volume of water and the style dates from at least Norse era but may be earlier: there is
evidence of one at Earl’s Bu, Orphir that probably dates from the 9th Century AD. The last
surviving horizontal mill on Orkney in working order, after restoration, is the early 19th Century
Click Mill at Dounby, Orkney Mainland. The water mills proved to be more reliable than wind
powered mills which suffered in the ferocity of Orkney Islands’ gales. The mills were largely
used to grind grain and represent the legacy of more intensive arable cultivation. The mill at
Barony, Birsay (West Orkney Mainland) built in 1873, has been restored to a working mill and
produces beremeal using an ancient form of barley tolerant to the growing conditions on
Orkney, as well as northern and Scandinavian strains of wheat and oats suited to the shorter
growing season and windy conditions. There are older remains of previous mills adjacent but
these have not been restored to date. A small number of mills was also used in textile
production, especially tweed: there is a small modern mill housed in a disused lighthouse on
North Ronaldsay. The most significant mills include: Finstown, Kirbister, Voy, Rango,
Suckquoy and Graemeshall on Orkney Mainland; Saviskaill Mill on Rousay; and Elwick Mill
on Shapinsay. A few mills have been restored and converted into large residences or visitor
centres, for example, Tormiston Mill near Maes Howe. However, most mills lie derelict or
used for storage. Despite this, the remaining mill buildings are important features in the
countryside.
In the flatter parts of Orkney Mainland, and on the other islands, wind power was tried from
necessity in a few locations. Windmills were built with a stone base on which a timber housing
and the sails were mounted. These no longer function and only the stone base remains as a
squat tower. Wind power was also used on a domestic scale. Small sails were driven from
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stone turrets attached to the dwelling house, for example at Sangar on Westray, employing
maritime technology and canvas sails.
Almost all of Orkney’s lighthouses were built by the Stevenson family in the 19th Century. Two
of the earliest lighthouses in Britain were built to prevent ship losses in Orkney's northern
waters, and they are still operational: Pentland Skerries (1794) and Start Point (1806) which
is painted a distinctive black and white. All the lighthouses are elegant structures and
prominent landmarks with their livery of white, or white with black or red stripes. The other
notable light houses are at Noup Head, Westray; Dennis Papa Stronsay; the Brough of
Birsay; Graemsay; Cantick Head, South Walls; and at Rose Ness, East Orkney Mainland.
The last built in Orkney was Tor Ness in 1980. All are still in use marking potentially
dangerous promontories and aiding maritime navigation.

Lighthouse, Start Point ©Sue Scott/NatureScot
During the Napoleonic and British-American wars, defences were built to protect British
merchant shipping from the French and American privateers who were wreaking havoc on
ships travelling through the Pentland Firth or round Orkney. The Hackness battery was built
in 1813 and a year later the two stone Martello towers (Hackness and Crockness) were
constructed along the coastline at North and South Walls. Each tower was built to house a
nine man garrison. Their design, incorporating ventilation and fresh water supply, reflects
architectural and engineering expertise of a very simple, yet effective nature. They represent
two out of only three Martello Towers ever constructed in Scotland. In 1866 the battery and
towers were upgraded in response to a perceived threat from the American Fenian
Brotherhood: outdated guns were replaced, and the barracks improved.
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Orkney’s 20th Century wartime role
The enormous impact on the Orkney Islands of both World Wars has left an important legacy
of military structures, such as coastal defence batteries, observation towers and searchlight
emplacements, many of which do not survive elsewhere in the UK. The built heritage and
archaeology from this era should be considered as part of Orkney’s vernacular, as it is a
significant and recent phase in the history of its built heritage that has left a lasting impression
on the landscape.
Prior to the First World War, Britain was considered to be most at risk of attack from continental
Europe and the British Navy was based on the south coast of England. The changing political
situation at the beginning of the 20th Century meant that the threat changed to focus on the
German Navy in the Baltic Sea.
Orkney had been recognised historically as a strategic location. The sheltered and deep
waters of Scapa Flow have been used throughout the centuries for travel, trade and conflict.
Scapa Flow is one of the world's largest natural harbours and it is mostly enclosed by
surrounding islands, including mainland Orkney, Flotta, and Hoy where the town of Lyness
overlooks the Flow. It was this, combined with the location of the Orkney Islands was the
impetus for moving part of the Grand Fleet to Scapa Flow in the Orkney Islands.
The harbour at Lyness was chosen as an ideal strategic location for the Royal Navy base in
both World Wars. The base supported thousands of military and civilian personnel. Lyness
became a self-contained town that provided accommodation and recreational facilities for the
service men and women who were stationed there during both World Wars. This activity
during wartime had a huge impact on the Orcadian landscape.
The immediate setting of the military buildings in Orkney would have changed soon after the
end of the Second World War when the personnel left and a large proportion of the naval
military buildings were dismantled or demolished. Nevertheless, the remaining buildings
provide an important context and retain a clearly readable historic setting. The waterfront is
still recognisable as a naval base and continues in use for ferries and marine energy support
vessels. Visible remains of the military presence in Orkney can still be seen throughout the
islands, for example at Roan Head on Flotta and the Holm and Houton batteries on the
Mainland.
There is a wealth of underwater archaeology from both World Wars. Orkney has several
designated and protected sites in the waters of Scapa Flow. In 1916, Lord Kitchener and the
crew of HMS Hampshire perished when the boat hit a German mine: there is a stone tower
at Marwick Head to commemorate this. In 1919 the German Grand Fleet was captured and
escorted to the Flow where it was interned. Rather than surrender, the Fleet was scuttled,
with nine German soldiers killed. Several ships were salvaged, but eight hulks remain. The
remaining wrecks are protected as scheduled monuments and form a key feature for modern
diving enthusiasts.
In the Second World War, the Royal Navy was again stationed at Scapa Flow to contain
German naval activity and protect North Atlantic routes to the USA and Russia (Orkney
played a key role in the support and defence of the Arctic Convoy route to Murmansk). A
month into the conflict, a U-boat entered Scapa Flow and sank HMS Royal Oak by torpedo.
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Over half the crew lost their lives. This led to an increase in defence structures being
constructed. There are concentrations around Lyness and Rinnigill on Hoy where the ruins
of military buildings are widespread, creating a distinctive character and sense of history
through their abandoned appearance. Many concrete and brick structures from the Second
World War remain throughout the archipelago; this method of construction contrasts with
more typical Orkney architecture; these buildings now form a key part of Orkney’s landscape.
The largest features from this period are the Churchill Barriers: concrete block causeways
that link the South Isles to the Orkney Mainland and close the eastern passages into Scapa
Flow. In conjunction with the Barriers, coastal defence structures were built to guard the
remaining passages into Scapa Flow. These comprise concrete gun emplacements and grey
searchlight towers with projecting flat roofs and slot windows, and they are most visible when
approaching the islands by ferry. Air defences were also developed, using flat areas of
Orkney Mainland for fighter and bomber aerodromes. Airstrips were developed at Twatt,
Skeabrae and on the site of the present Kirkwall Airport. Only the last is still in use: the other
sites retain the remains of buildings and air raid bunkers which are largely overgrown.

Churchill Barrier No.3 with Shipwreck or Blockship ©Lorne Gill/NatureScot
The dramatic increase in population during the war allowed the mixing of people from different
backgrounds and enriched the cultural history of the islands. The structures built to
accommodate the troops and to serve the military purpose have left a poignant physical
legacy in the form of their contemporary ruins.
After the 1914-1918 war many Orcadians had amassed savings through local war-related
employment. This meant the subsequent depression in agricultural prices was an opportunity
for many. Many crofts were sold and the process of widespread owner occupation amongst
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Orkney farmers began. Since then, further amalgamation of farms has taken place and fields
have been enlarged. Between the First and Second World Wars, Orkney’s livestock numbers
increased dramatically with sheep numbers more than doubling and cattle increasing by
nearly one third. Further improvement of livestock has created the high quality breeds which
now characterise Orkney farming, leading to Orkney's reputation as producer of fine quality
beef, sheep and eggs. The efficiency of new farming methods was enhanced by better
communications, for example, road building which began after the Orkney Road Act of 1857.
Since 1940, there has been a gradual shift from arable to pasture fields, and the traditional
hay has been largely replaced by silage. Cattle and sheep numbers increased steadily
between 1940 and 1960, while horses, pigs and poultry declined. Arable farming continues
on a smaller scale with fields of spring barley, oats, seed potatoes and turnips breaking up
the dominance of improved grasslands.

Modern pastoral and arable farming ©Patricia Bruneau/NatureScot
After the Second World War, agricultural policy aimed to increase production through
guaranteed prices for certain foodstuffs. Subsequently, with overproduction and the
environmental effects which resulted, agricultural policy in the last few decades has sought
to redress this balance, encouraging a less intensive approach with greater environmental
benefits to be gained. The effects of earlier agricultural grants for draining wetlands and reseeding moorland are evident in the landscape. Some of this improvement was very marginal
and a number of factors such as changing market conditions and the move from smaller to
larger farms which use hill ground in different ways have resulted in some areas reverting to
moorland. In a very few cases, continued re-seeding is supported by grants. The process of
amalgamation of farm units has continued as has large level of owner occupation. In some
cases, the incentives granted during this period have led to damage to the finite resource of
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archaeological sites, however other grants have seen such sites protected and raised
awareness of the importance of the archaeology.
Agricultural practice continues to change, reflecting current technology, changing animal
welfare guidance, market forces and subsidies from government bodies.
Land Cover and Land Use
Archaeology and built heritage
It is possible to establish in general terms the relationship between built legacy of prehistory
and the landscape of Orkney. Chambered tombs were frequently sited on holms and small
islands and are often positioned next to the sea. Not all have been sited solely with
prominence as an aim, as some are located at the foot of hills or unobtrusively on slopes.
The remaining Bronze Age barrow sites were frequently located on hill summits, on shoulders
and false summits and are consequently fairly prominent features in the landscape. In flatter
locations, large groups of cairns were placed near the sea as on Sanday, North Ronaldsay
and Papa Westray. Bronze Age burial mounds also occur on holms and small islands and
are often close to chambered cairns and henges from earlier periods.
Prehistoric settlements were widespread, although the best preserved sites have been
discovered through coastal erosion. The favoured location for settlement, from evidence
gathered, appears to have been south facing slopes close to either fresh or salt water.
Orkney is outstanding in terms of the quality and quantity of known archaeological and
historical sites. There are well over 2500 known sites across the archipelago, over 350 of
which have been designated as scheduled ancient monuments. In addition, there are 31
properties in state care, three Inventory Gardens and Designed Landscapes and over 600
listed buildings. The proportion of people living in pre-1919 housing is the highest in Scotland
at 37%.
Due to the material and method of construction, these enduring structures have left a
particularly rich legacy, with each generation contributing something new to the visible
Orcadian landscape. This legacy reinforces relationships between recent and historic
cultures and clearly indicates how lifestyles have been intimately connected to the cycles of
nature and availability of resources.
The dearth of trees and low hills create wide, open vistas populated with ancient ritual and
domestic landscapes alongside wartime relics, lighthouses, crofthouses and modern
agricultural buildings. Virtually every upstanding feature is highly visible. Orkney is the
epitome of the multi-period landscape. Within this palimpsest of activity, we can trace
complete landscapes of bygone eras. For example, the Neolithic world, perhaps strange to
us, lives on at the Heart of Neolithic Orkney World Heritage Site. The dark times of World
War One and Two remain preserved at the extensive emplacements of Hoxa Head and Ness
Battery. The Norse world is brought back through the St Magnus Cathedral and the ruins of
the Bishops and Earls Palace. It is possible to establish in general terms the relationship
between built legacy of every age and the landscape of Orkney. We can see how people
used this landscape in the past and try to understand the choices they made, for practical
reasons and for cultural reasons.
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It has been widely acknowledged that preservation of these landscapes is vital. They are key
to the economy and cultural heritage of Orkney. This can be a balancing act. Economic
pressures on developers and farmers can encourage decisions that could potentially have
detrimental effects on individual sites and/or whole landscapes of sites. Education about the
importance of sites to private landowners and provision of grants are positive ways to
maintain the existing landscape while supporting those individuals who have key sites on
their land.
Alongside possible threats from development, Orkney’s archaeological and built heritage
face pressure from continued sea level rise and climate change. Carved stones are affected
by exposure to the elements and, notably, the many archaeological and historical sites
located at the coast edges of Orkney are subject to the effects of coastal and wind erosion.
The expense involved in erecting physical barriers to protect sites prevents such measures
being taken on all but a handful of sites, so it seems that all we can do is make every effort
to record and understand these sites as they gradually disappear.
Orkney’s built heritage from later periods has undergone change in recent times, as is evident
in the landscape today. The abandonment of traditional buildings, their subsequent fall to ruin
and the discontinuation of farming in some remote areas, has had affected the character of
Orkney's landscape. In some areas the buildings are abandoned and replaced, while
agriculture continues around them. In the remoter islands (and parts thereof) this process is
more extensive and the traditional character of the agricultural landscape is being eroded.
Landcover
At first glance much of Orkney appears domestic with a smooth, gently undulating landscape
cultivated or under permanent pasture. Approximately 60% of the total land area is farmland.
This comprises improved grassland (around 60%), rough grassland (around 35%), and arable
crops (0.5%). Natural or semi-natural habitat is not extensive, the largest areas occurring on
Hoy, and elsewhere mainly confined to the margins of agricultural areas where widespread
improvement is precluded by the topography, poor soils and drainage, exposure or elevation.
Orkney’s landcover is strongly influenced by climate and weather. The climate is described as
hyper-oceanic, producing a cool and moist equitable climate, very much exposed to the
severity of the Atlantic weather systems and salt-laden winds. Being an island group, there
tend to be fewer species represented in Orkney compared to mainland Britain, although this
is less apparent for more mobile groups such as birds.
The underlying geology of Orkney represents an extension of that found in Caithness, and
this is reflected in the similarities of flora. This influence is evident in the North Isles, where
the underlying Eday beds and Rousay flags are particularly mineral-rich.
There is much ornithological interest throughout the islands. North Ronaldsay is particularly
important for the migratory birds which visit the island. There are interesting seabird colonies
in southern Stronsay and in many coastal cliff areas, and the moorlands are important
breeding sites for birds of prey such as hen harriers and short-eared owls. The corncrake
population of Rousay and Egilsay is beginning to re-establish itself as a result of late hay
cutting under the Corncrake Scheme. Many of the more remote island coastlines are
important sites for breeding seals. Eynhallow Island is a breeding site for common seals, and
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grey seals breed on the coasts of the Calf of Eday, Farray and Stronsay.

Burwick, South Ronaldsay © Lorne Gill/NatureScot
The Orkney landcover types fall into three main zones:
 The coastal habitats (sometimes including maritime heath);
 The lowland marginal habitats of the agricultural areas, including wetlands;
 The upland moorlands and montane habitats.
Within each of the main zones several different vegetation types occur. The diversity of flora
and fauna is a result both of physical differences between islands (for example, the blown
shelf sand on Sanday compared to the peat and moorland of Hoy and Rousay), and
differences in human management of the land (for example, compare the low intensity of
farming of North Ronaldsay with more intensive production on Orkney Mainland).
Coastal Habitats
The coastline is extensive and immensely varied, and the often dramatic cliffs are of great
ornithological and geological interest. The botanical diversity is also high, although the main
associated habitats are often restricted in local scale, for example beaches, sand dunes,
machair and saltmarshes. Tidal flats are found in more exposed areas while mudflats are
restricted to sheltered inner shorelines and are often associated with saltmarsh. Links and
dune communities occur fairly commonly along Orkney's coastline, with the best developed
sequence of communities on the south east shores of Sanday. A diverse range of flora,
invertebrates and birds is associated with this habitat. The vegetation of exposed cliffs and
headlands is influenced by salt spray with the maritime communities occurring in a clear zonal
sequence. The maritime-influenced vegetation can extend a well inland from the exposed
cliff tops, grading from cliff-top herbaceous swards to maritime heath. It supports some of the
most interesting and rich botanical diversity in Orkney, and several important bird species
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such as skuas and terns are found here.
A stretch of cliffs on the west coast of Mainland Orkney is designated a Special Area of
Conservation (SAC) as an example of extremely exposed cliffs in the north of Scotland. The
combination of high, hard, acidic rock cliffs and exposure to wind and salt spray results in
one of the largest examples of maritime vegetated cliff in Scotland, associated with welldeveloped cliff-top transitions. Grazed cliff-top maritime grassland supports red fescue, thrift,
spring squill and sea plantain. Further inland this grades into maritime heath, rich in species
such as Scottish primrose and with an unusual maritime form of crowberry-rich heath present
on deep, free-draining mineral soils, and cross-leaved heath on wetter soils.

Sea cliffs at Yesnaby, Orkney Mainland ©Lorne Gill/NatureScot
Grasslands and heaths
Much of the smooth, gently undulating landscape of Orkney is cultivated or under permanent
pasture. The diversity of plant communities within agricultural areas is very much related to
how the land is managed. The improved pastures of Orkney Mainland tend to show poor
diversity, whereas the less intensive agriculture of some of the islands, and the retention of
rough field margins, has encouraged greater diversity. Natural or semi-natural rough
grassland is not extensive and is confined largely to hill slopes where widespread
improvement is precluded by the topography. Acid bent-fescue grassland is found on the
more freely drained soils, and white bent grassland on the less well drained soils. The lowland
agricultural areas support a complex mix of different habitat types ranging from relic lowland
heaths and basin mires or other wetland types, to human-influenced rough pastures, local
scrub or plantations, old quarries, peat-cuttings and roadside verges. These mixed lowland
marginal habitats support a diverse range of plant species and provide a valuable resource
for wildlife.
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The upland zone is a somewhat arbitrary category as vegetation normally considered upland
in the rest of Britain can occur down to sea level in Orkney due to its levels of exposure. The
zone occurs on higher, uncultivated hillsides and is characterised by heath and moorland
vegetation types generally dominated by heathers, grasses, sedges and rushes, with often
diverse bryophyte and lichen associations.
Moorland communities are common on the hilly areas of Orkney Mainland, Hoy, Rousay,
Eday and Westray. The widespread occurrence and frequency of heather can impart a
superficial uniformity on much of the upland zone, but this masks the diverse species
associations of the various vegetation types. Steeper slopes on shallow peats or mineral soils
support drier heath communities such as Northern Atlantic heather moor. These grade to
blanket bog vegetation in poorly drained areas and the high altitude vegetation of Hoy, where
alpine species are present, features such as terracing, wind stripes (vegetation formed into
narrow strips by strong winds) and fellfield (freeze-thaw scree and gravel with sparse alpine
plant communities) are also recorded.
The upland zone also supports the few relic areas of the scrub or woodland that is considered
to have covered much of prehistoric Orkney. There are locally larger areas of open vegetation
(usually in steeper valleys), supporting tall herbs and ferns, which are normally associated
with a woody cover.
On lowland marshes and wetlands, reeds or rushes often dominate. Rushy pastures usually
include colourful herbs such as buttercups (Ranunculus species) and marsh marigold (Caltha
palustrus), meadow-sweet (Filipendula ulmaria) and flag irises (Iris germanica). Other areas
of short sedge include herb-rich grass fens with orchids. Black bog rush (Schoenus nigricans)
appears in flushes, often with moor grass (Molinia caerulea) and bog asphodel (Narthecium
ossifragum).
Much of the semi-natural vegetation in Orkney has montane characteristics, even at low
altitudes. The most distinctive of these for colour is the bearberry heath (Arctostaphylos
species) which adds a bright red to the moorland foliage of Hoy and Rousay in autumn.
Shrubs such as willow (Salix species) can be found locally along burn sides. Gorse (Ulex
europaeus) is also prominent in localised patches. Gullies, most notably in Hoy and in parts
of the West Orkney Mainland hills, are characterised by patterned heather (Calluna species,
Erica species), blaeberry (Vaccinium myrtillus), ferns and wood-rush (Luzula species).
Trees and woodland
There is a scarcity of trees and woodlands in Orkney. Early clearance of native woodlands
followed by relatively poor climatic conditions and intensive grazing has resulted in very few
natural and semi-natural woodlands. It is partly this rarity that makes Orkney's trees and
woodlands stand out as singular and sometimes landmark features in contrast to the smooth
topography of rolling hills and pastures
Natural and semi-natural woodlands are represented by limited areas of scrub woodland,
much willow, typically remaining in the more sheltered and inaccessible gullies. The most
significant is at Berriedale in Hoy, which is the most northerly native woodland in Britain.
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Recently, tree planting has been introduced including woodlands on the urban fringe of
Kirkwall and aspen planting as part of the Scapa Flow landscape partnership projects. This
planting, particularly in the more visible wetland areas mostly uses native trees such as birch,
aspen and rowan as well as sycamore and Swedish Whitebeam.
Some of the largest planted woodlands in Orkney originated in the 19th Century and relate to
the properties of large estate owners. These woodlands were generally dominated by
broadleaves, including sycamore, planted in close proximity to the country house, castle or
the home farm. The largest of these woodlands is at Balfour on Shapinsay, where it creates
the backdrop for Balfour Castle and provides shelter for the walled garden. Other notable
estate woodlands include Berstane, east of Kirkwall; Binscarth, west of Finstown; Trumland
House and Westness Farm on Rousay; Melsetter House on Hoy; and Carrick House on Eday.
The last is interesting in that it illustrates the experimental use of mixed broadleaves and
conifers. A more modern example of designed woodland includes Olav’s Wood on South
Ronaldsay, established in the 1970’s.

Scrub woodland at Berriedale, Hoy ©Donna Yule/NatureScot
Sycamores constitute the main town trees (although whitebeams are also successful) and
are the trees most frequently used around farmsteads and country houses. In less exposed
rural areas, wind-shaped trees grouped tightly around farms and houses are a common sight,
often being the only vegetation of any height in the landscape. They highlight the presence
of buildings and help to “anchor” them into the landscape. The more sheltered environment
of towns has allowed trees to grow to large sizes and become particularly important features
in Stromness, Finstown, Kirkwall and St. Margaret's Hope.
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The effects of the wind are mostly clearly displayed in the growth habits of all trees and
woodlands in Orkney. Prevailing and funnelled winds 'shear' the trees into characteristic
wedge shapes. In compensation, branching patterns are dense and adopt contorted forms.
This gives mature trees distinctive and often attractive silhouettes. While in leaf, the salt winds
often 'burn' the foliage causing it to brown and shrivel long before autumn. The result is
contrasting appearance on the lee and windward sides of trees.
The Orcadians' search for wind and salt tolerant trees and shrubs has resulted in a well-used
shortlist of exotic plants which appear to thrive in these harsh conditions. Shrubs commonly
used include Hebe species, Rosa rugosa varieties, Griselinia litoralis, Pittosporum species
and Ribes sanguineum. These grow to become large shrubs and effective wind breaks.
Consequently, they are common features in and around gardens throughout Orkney and
occasionally provide a contrast with the wind sheared and browned trees and native shrub
vegetation.
Raised and Blanket Bogs
There are significant areas of mires, bogs and fens on Mainland, Rousay and Hoy which
include areas of blanket bog, with waterlogged peat soils supporting the distinctive plants
such as sphagnum mosses and hare’s tail cotton grass. Blanket bog occurs on the shallower
slopes and hill plateaux, and is apparently of fairly recent origin. Human influence is linked to
its formation through deforestation and intensive agricultural use, although climate change
during the Iron Age period was also an important factor. The thick peat depositions have
become an important fuel source for local inhabitants. Extensive peat cuttings are to be
found, although many have undergone re-vegetation. Other associate mire vegetation types
also occur. The flushed peaty slopes, basins and alluvial channels carry a wide range of
swamp, rush and sedge dominated vegetation. Common cotton-grass (Eriophorum
angustifolium) bogs, and flushes dominated by common sedge (Carex nigra), occur on
upland acid peats and peaty gleys. Nutrient-rich gleys and flushed peats are colonised by
mires with bog rush (Schoenus species), and on the soils of lowland alluvial basins tall herb
grassland and mires are found.
Blanket Bogs rare globally and Scotland supports about 10% of the world total. These areas
are important for their role in storing carbon in the long term. There are also areas of fen and
open water in hollows within the farm land, much more constrained in their extent but
important links between habitats
Surface water
There are several lochs with large areas of open water, although they tend to be shallow.
They are important features of the landscape and often have considerable ornithological
interest. For example, Mill Loch on Eday is of national importance for breeding red-throateddivers. Botanical interest of the lochs also appears to be high, although the emergent
marginal vegetation is often poorly expressed. Loch of Isbister is a shallow eutrophic loch, it
has been encroached on by vegetation and has developed a basin mire habitat around its
edges. The loch is rich in flora as well as bird species, and otters are also present. The
lowland water courses and open water bodies tend to be influenced by nutrients from the
agricultural land which can lead to issues with eutrophication and algae bloom. On Hoy there
are examples of dystrophic lochs and pools on heath and blanket bog.
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There are a number of small saline lagoons around the archipelago with the largest, Lochs
Stenness and Harray in West Mainland, being of special note for their gradation from saline
to fresh water. They are also important for the over-wintering of wildfowl. Loch Stenness is
the largest brackish lagoon in the UK supporting marine, brackish and freshwater
communities.
Land use
Agriculture
Over the course of history, agriculture has been the main human influence to shape Orkney’s
landscape. It has affected the pattern of settlement, landcover, wildlife, colours and textures
and activities in the landscape. Approximately 88% of the total land area is farmland. In 2017
there were 93,108 hectares of agricultural land. With 10% of the population are employed in
agriculture and fishing, compared with 1.7% across Scotland, the traditional saying that
‘Orcadians are farmers who fish’ may not be as accurate as before but farming still contributes
heavily to the local economy as well as the landscape. There are a several local variations in
agricultural land use within the archipelago determined by a combination of history of land
tenure, accessibility, local soil conditions, and social history.
The most distinctive feature of the Orcadian agricultural landscape is its improved pasture.
The continuity of improved pastures, although characteristic, can lack diversity, especially
where the fields are large, have fences rather than dykes as boundaries, and lack other
elements of interest. Grass and rough grazing covers 82,569 hectares, almost 94% of the
total cultivated land.
Many of the changes in agricultural policy and land tenure are reflected in the landscape. For
example, support for increased production was reflected in the 'reclamation' of moorland for
use as pasture. However, significant areas of marginal farmland have become abandoned or
semi-derelict through a combination of poor management, lack of investment and inadequate
manpower. This is most common in the North Isles. The decline of island farms and
occasionally the lack of family succession, has brought several farms onto the market since
1940. These have allowed the expansion of neighbouring farms or have been purchased by
'incomers'. The results have been a mix of experimental land uses, highly productive farms,
and farm failures.
The most significant changes in response to agricultural policy have been seen in Orkney
Mainland and the larger isles, where accessibility to markets, existing farm size, and
profitability has promoted the widespread uptake of grants. The amalgamation of farm units
has led to the creation of larger fields and the use of fences as field boundaries. Post and
wire fences result in more faintly defined field boundaries and emphasise the extent of green
pastures. This contrasts with fields that are more clearly defined by walled enclosures,
although uncut field edges occasionally provide a visual framework and add diversity. In parts
of the North Isles and Burray, narrow strips have been left uncultivated between fields,
creating a feature similar to uncut field margins.
Traditional images of Orkney portrayed rows of small 'bee-hive' shaped hay stacks and fields
covered with 'stooks' (traditional, hand-constructed hay stacks) of barley. These have been
rare sights for much of Orkney since the introduction of mechanical baling. Hay-making is
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now in decline with much more silage being produced. The effect of this change has been a
decline in hay rolls, haystacks and stocks, and an increase in the more evident silos and
bagged silage rolls stacked or waiting to be collected in the fields. This change has also
resulted in a decline in corncrake populations. The bird, with its distinctive call, has
traditionally been a summer feature of crofting landscapes but, with the exception of special
management areas, has been in long term decline. Agricultural incentives, introduced in
1992, appear to have slowed the decline using delayed mowing of grass feed crops but their
numbers are still low.
Bere is an ancient form of barley tolerant to the growing conditions on Orkney and oats were
traditionally grown across the island. Northern and Scandinavian strains of wheat are also
suited to the shorter growing season and windy conditions.
In North Ronaldsay more traditional, less intensive farming methods continue. Here, stooks
are commonly used and traditional binders are still in use, as they are in other parts of the
North Isles. Hen huts, hay stacks and small cultivated plots for vegetables are also
characteristic of North Ronaldsay. The North Ronaldsay sheep dyke and associated punds is
probably the largest drystone construction conceived of as a single entity in the world. It
encircles the island to exclude sheep from cultivated land, and in consequence they have
evolved to survive primarily on seaweed, one of very few mammals to do so.
Incremental improvements to farm land, particularly in field corners and rougher textured wet
areas, is another factor which has affected the diversity of farmed landscapes. The effect is
to remove areas which are often of wildlife interest, and which provide diversity in these
extensive pastoral landscapes.
The agricultural economy today is based on rearing livestock and dairy cattle, principally for
the production of Orkney beef and dairy products. There are currently around 50,000 (2106)
beef cattle in Orkney (a number which has slightly declined in recent years). Dairy cattle
numbers have declined slightly to about 3,000 which is still 49% (2017) of all the dairy cattle
in the North West of Scotland. A significant number of sheep are also reared for the
production of lamb and wool: 120,486 (2017).
The dependence of Orkney's agricultural economy on intensive livestock rearing is reflected
in the contribution made by these animals to the character of the landscape. Cattle in
particular create distinctive images: their numbers, size and vitality are immediately evident,
especially during the long hours of summer grazing. The black cattle are the traditional breed
and add a distinct character to the areas where they graze.
Arable farming continues on a smaller scale (approximately 5500 hectares) with over 70% of
this growing barley. Oats, seed potatoes and turnips also break up the dominance of
improved grasslands. Recently, new crops have been introduced such as kale, and there has
been resurgence in the growth of bere, mainly for local use.
Drystone walls, flagstone fences and stone post fences are distinctive features where they
occur. Drystone walls add clear definition to fields by their contrasting lines of strong shadows
or the reflected colours of the stone. They also emphasise the changes in relief. Around large
farms and houses such as Melsetter (Hoy), Trumland (Rousay) and Balfour Castle
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(Shapinsay), there is often a distinct pattern of large fields enclosed by well-maintained
dykes. These tend to be constructed from fine slabs and often include a cope. The planned
estate landscapes exhibit strong grid patterns which are emphasised by walls: Shapinsay is
a very good example of this. Outwith estate land, or that associated with large farms, stone
dykes tend to be less geometric in layout and rougher in construction.
A distinctive variation to the rubble built dykes is the stone flag fence. These fences, which
use the local flagstones where practical, are scarce. Nevertheless, they are locally significant
features which exemplify the versatility of the local stone. In some areas where enclosures
are fenced, stone fence posts are used. This occurs, for example, on Tankerness in East
Orkney Mainland and creates some variety in the otherwise uniform cover of fenced pasture.
There has been a general decline in the extent and condition of walls within the agricultural
landscape. Post and wire fences are now widely used for livestock control and roadside walls
have been demolished during road widening works and stone has been reused for building
repairs and new buildings in many areas. In areas without dry stone walls, field amalgamation
has altered perception of scale and diversity of field patterns and the juxtaposition of colours
and textures.
Forestry
Coniferous forestry is of limited extent in Orkney. The Forest Inventory of Scotland only
records 17.41 hectares. The main forests are three small experimental blocks in north Hoy
and a shelterbelt belt at Lyness. The Forestry Commission's assessment of Orkney indicates
that the potential for commercial forests is extremely limited and that smaller scale farm
woodlands are likely to be more appropriate. The areas most amenable to woodland planting
are on the east sides of those islands which have significant relief to provide some shelter on
the east and north-east facing slopes. Therefore, the east sides of Hoy, Orkney Mainland,
Rousay and South Ronaldsay contain the most favourable areas for woodland growth.
Generally, Scots pines and Sitka spruce are felt to have the most suitability being able to
withstand wind and salt burn to a greater extent that other species but their size would be
limited by the exposure. In the broader landscape, mature pines can be seen within shelter
planting on farms.
Minerals, sand and aggregate extraction
Historically the thick mantle of boulder clay over much of Orkney Mainland, parts of the North
Isles and South Ronaldsay was a constraint to quarrying stone. Small quarry groupings on
knolls and ridges, for example Greeny Hill near Dounby, West Orkney Mainland, provide a
good indication of where a thin till cover coincides with bedrock that is of masonry quality or
possibly usable for fertiliser production. These small abandoned quarries are mostly
overgrown or partially infilled. Their presence is often signified by locally disturbed landforms,
spoil heaps, depressions, flooded quarry holes and disused quarry tracks. The majority of
these are unobtrusive compared to the large operational quarries (and adjacent legacy of
extensive quarrying) at Finstown (Heddle Limestone Quarry) and at nearby Cursiter where
sandstone is quarried. Liddle’s Quarry near Stromness was the source of the stone flags that
pave Stromness and the quarry was reopened to undertake the rejuvenation of the town to
provide flags for the Stromness Townscape Heritage project.
The sandy bays of Orkney Mainland and the South Isles are favoured for sand extraction,
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which occurs on the east of Burray. Several of the North Isles also have viable sand deposits,
including Westray. The best areas for extraction often coincide with dune systems which are
important ecologically, or may be covering sites of archaeological interest.
The Flotta Oil Terminal was designed to reduce its prominence in the landscape. Its
associated tankers, and oil platforms at sea or anchored in Scapa Flow for maintenance can
be more colourful and noticeable.
Peat extraction
The moorlands of Orkney Mainland, Hoy, Eday and Rousay have extensive peat cover which
has been a valuable source of fuel for generations of Orcadians. The traditional method of
peat cutting involves cutting a trench by hand and progressively taking peat from the trench
face to its full depth. In this way, the face of the cut moves slowly backwards leaving a strip
of apparently sunken ground over which the live heather sods are reinstated. The visual effect
of this process is the creation of distinct black lines; the worked areas show as different
colours reflecting the vegetation's response to modified growing conditions. This image is
synonymous with many peatland areas, and is characterised by gradual change and partly
self-repairing effects. It is a characteristic feature of the more accessible areas of moorland
in the study area.
The accessibility of some peat deposits allows extraction by machinery on a commercial or
semi-commercial basis, particularly on Orkney Mainland. The mechanisation of peat cutting
strips the surface rather than working a cut face, as in hand-cutting. This method prevents
heath reinstatement during peat extraction and leaves large areas devoid of vegetation. This
process consequently creates broad scars in the moorland. The use of machinery instead of
hand-cutting is also often less sensitive to the sub-peat archaeology.
Aquaculture
Aquaculture, predominantly for salmon, but also trout, crab, mussels, oysters and other
shellfish, has developed in Orkney over the last few decades. Significant growth of this
industry occurred in the 1980s and it is now of considerable importance to Orkney's economy.
Fish farm developments in Orkney are found mostly in sheltered marine sites, constrained to
an extent by the limited number of sheltered deep water sites. Many of the bays around the
North Isles have insufficient depth and so have remained clear of these developments.
Ancillary buildings and compounds have also been developed close to the shore. These tend
to occupy prominent sites and are of a functional design.
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Aquaculture, Rousay ©naturescot
Renewable energy
Orkney is a net exporter of renewable energy with 100% of its yearly energy demand being
met by wind, solar, wave and tidal generation. Marine renewables are tested at the European
Marine Energy Centre, which has its offices in Stromness and test stations throughout the
islands, using the fast tidal currents in some of the island channels which have potential for
reliable production. As with much of the north of Scotland, their development relies on
national grid connections with the mainland and heading southwards. The requirement for
this is being mitigated by the development of a smart energy network which uses a range of
generation and storage options, including hydrogen fuel production, electric cars and
batteries for home and business. Due to the investment in renewables and the development
of this network the Islands have four times more electric cars than the UK average and around
10% of homes generate their own electricity through microgeneration. These innovations
have led to turbines, large and small, throughout the landscape as well as ancillary buildings.
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European Marine Energy Centre test rig, Eday Orkney. ©John Baxter/NatureScot
Utilities
Electricity poles or 'hydro-poles' cross the landscape, and often follow the route of roads. In
many areas they are quite prominent on skylines in the low, rolling landscape of fields, which
usually lacks trees.
From many parts of Orkney Mainland, and elsewhere, radio and telecommunication masts
on hill tops and open low lying landscapes, such as North Ronaldsay, can be clearly seen
and often form prominent structures.
Water supply, sewage treatment and drainage improvements have in the recent past
introduced features into the landscape, for example, squared water reservoirs on hill tops in
Orkney Mainland.
Roads
Many roads have been improved; historically, several roads were widened, a process that
involved the removal of stone walls along one side of the road. It is often obvious where this
occurred, as walls border one side of the road, while the other side is fenced. Improvements
continue to be made, for example the bridge widening at Kirbister and the road widening on
Sanday. The Churchill barriers are an obvious road link in the landscape which is important
in connecting smaller islands with Mainland.
When Sir Walter Scott visited Orkney in 1814, he complained that Stromness:
"cannot be traversed by a cart or even by a horse, for there are stairs up and down
even in the principal street... whose twistings are often caused by a little enclosure
before the house, a sort of yard, about twenty feet square called a park."
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Brig O’Brodgar, Lochs of Harray and Stenness ©Kate Thompson/NatureScot
The central streets in the harbour village are not materially changed since then although there
are less whalers and more tourists present than 200 years ago.
Tourism developments
Tourism makes an important contribution to the Orkney economy. The landscape, history
and culture are cited as the main attraction for visitors, who travel from Scotland and across
the world. Tourism in Orkney is characterised by a very short visitor season, and by the
concentration of visitors that stay in Orkney Mainland to visit the most popular sites such as
Skara Brae and Maes Howe. Two thirds of visitors state that archaeology is their first reason
for coming.
Recent years have seen the initiation of new schemes to rejuvenate the tourist sector.
Several countryside visitor sites and walks have been established which offer interpretation
of the facilities. However, high visitor numbers risk damaging the world-class sites of the Ring
of Brodgar and Skara Brae, and the temporary overcrowding during peak times can reduce
the visitor experience.
Cruise ships arriving on Orkney have increased in number in recent years. Some of those
contain more than 3000 visitors, although smaller boats are more common. These visit for
the day and cause large peaks in visitor numbers, as well as increases in buses and foot
visitors near the ports in Kirkwall and Stromness. The influx of visitors can cause temporary
crowding at attractions whilst leaving towns seemly deserted by nightfall. The size of the
ships means they can be visible from long distances, especially in flatter landscapes.
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Skara Brae ©Alistair Rennie/NatureScot
Settlement
Settlements and rural buildings make a strong contribution to the character of Orkney’s
landscapes. The open nature of the Orkney landscapes, often lacking topographic enclosure
or other framing elements such as trees, determines that the majority of settlements and rural
buildings can be seen from considerable distances. Traditional buildings of various forms and
scales tend to merge harmoniously with the landscape through their positioning and use of
indigenous natural materials. New building styles in settlements, on their edges and in rural
areas tend to be modern in style and less well integrated into the landscape.
Buildings of the agricultural landscape are important features which are discussed in the
“Archaeology and Built Heritage” section. Farmsteads of the last 100 years or so have often
been built on the remains of medieval farm sites in Sanday and North Ronaldsay, creating
distinctive farm mounds in the landscape.
Orkney's traditional settlement pattern is dispersed rural farms and crofts, occasional estate
houses, and small nucleated settlements. Inland, there are a few small villages and nucleated
settlements with loose urban qualities. The main settlements are harbour towns and villages
which have developed around sheltered bays taking advantage of deep, calm water for
shipping, communication and a range of maritime industries. The main towns are Kirkwall
and Stromness on the Orkney Mainland. The other islands have smaller 'urban' centres, the
most cohesive being St. Margaret's Hope on South Ronaldsay; Burray Village; Pierowall on
Westray; Whitehall on Stronsay; and Balfour on Shapinsay.
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Stromness, Orkney. ©Lorne Gill/NatureScot
The harbour towns and villages are generally densely developed with houses tightly packed
around the bay, seeking to maximise access to the sea. Their development has often been
concentric, as later developments were forced to locate inland behind the main road and
harbour frontage. In some cases the raison d'être for the village has been lost, such as herring
fishing ports like Whitehall on Stronsay, and their populations have declined.
Kirkwall, the county town of the Orkney Isles, is the main urban centre. Its central focus is the
splendid medieval Cathedral of St. Magnus, which dominates the town and constitutes a major
landmark from its hinterland and from approaches by sea. The older and central part of the
town has well defined streets and vennels (wynds and closes or ‘klosses’) which contain
Orkney's tallest trees. The Big Tree on Albert Street, which is reputed to have been planted
by the notable eighteenth-century Orcadian Robert Laing, has considerable cultural
significance.
Kirkwall retains aspects of its medieval arrangement, as represented both in the density of the
burgage-plot layout and the continued use of the historic shoreline for the street network. The
main orientation of roads is towards the harbour; which was originally determined by the
presence of the Peerie (small) Sea, along the eastern side of which the town developed. Most
of Kirkwall originally occupied lower ground at the "waist" of Orkney Mainland. Until this
century, only a few isolated developments occupied sites on the higher ground and to the
south east. Of these, the Highland Park Distillery is most significant.
Stromness in West Orkney Mainland is an exemplary harbour town which displays
extraordinary control of space, views, access and shelter through the orientation, scale and
permeability of buildings along its historic spine. The writer Eric Linklater described Stromness
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as "a little town of singular charm. It meanders, it straggles, in a single narrow street under the
steep shelter of Brinkie's Brae, that guards it against westerly gales, and on its seaward side
many of its houses thrust their gables into the bay and instead of domestic gardens have the
privilege of a small pier or jetty". The town was built to serve maritime trade: it was an important
herring port, and had strong links with the Hudson Bay Company. Buildings are generally
oriented perpendicular to the shore, with their gable ends to the street, later expansion
occurred along the shore of the bay and up the hillside. Increased use of wheeled traffic in the
19th Century led to the widening of the street along the shore.
The environment of towns is often sheltered compared to agricultural areas, and this has
allowed trees to grow to larger sizes and make considerable contributions to the quality of
the townscape, creating a comfortable and welcoming character in which buildings and trees
complement each other. Trees are particularly important features in Stromness, Finstown,
Kirkwall and St. Margaret's Hope.
The underlying historical pattern described above is still evident in the landscape. However,
changes in population levels and distribution, agriculture, fishing and other island industries
have had profound effects on the traditional pattern and the appearance of settlement in
Orkney. The dramatic increase in population of Orkney during war time allowed the mixing of
people from different backgrounds, and enriched the cultural history of the islands. The
structures built to accommodate the troops and to serve the military purpose have left a
poignant physical legacy., such as the Churchill barriers protecting Scapa Flow from the East
and now joining Orkney Mainland with Lamb Holm, Glimps Holm, Burray and South
Ronaldsay by road. Arguably a more poignant relict is the Italian Chapel at Holm
Throughout much of Orkney, the population has declined over the last century. Fewer people
live and work the land, and some of Orkney's once thriving industries, such as herring and
kelp, have almost disappeared. Over the last few decades the contrasts between the more
isolated parts of Orkney and Mainland have become more pronounced. Immigration and
pressure for development has generally accelerated on Orkney Mainland and some of the
South Isles, while most of the North Isles still suffer from difficult communications; a general
lack of new development and investment; and depopulation.
The recent development pressures have been most significant in Orkney Mainland,
particularly around the major towns of Kirkwall and Stromness, and in parishes within easy
driving distances of them. In fairly recent times Kirkwall has expanded considerably,
occupying the majority of the hillside to the south east and coalescing with older peripheral
developments such as the distillery. The confinement of industrial development to, mainly,
Kirkwall has led to increased pressure for road developments, and for commuter traffic. The
development of the oil terminal on Flotta also generated demand for housing in Orkney
Mainland and in the South Isles. This has led increasingly to the "suburbanising" of large
areas. The expansion at Stromness has been more linear in nature but it has also claimed
flatter ground on the eastern side of Hamnavoe.
Many old stone farm buildings have been abandoned or are used in a semi-ruined state.
Contemporary farmsteads generally consist of new or modified farm houses with one or more
large over-wintering sheds, and adjacent slurry tanks and silage hoppers. The consolidation
of farm units is partly responsible for the derelict appearance of many old long houses. Many
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of these are still in use for livestock, but their appearance is of unused buildings falling to ruin.
Occasionally, the old farmsteads and longhouses have been renovated for residential or
tourist use. These buildings are generally well below modern accommodation standards and,
consequently, renovation is expensive and rarely occurs. The continued occupation of
established housing sites has in many cases seen the replacement of traditional stone
buildings by contemporary buildings.
The impact in recent years of new building in the countryside (both residential and
agricultural), coupled with the abandonment of traditional buildings, are perhaps the most
significant of the development pressures in the Orkney landscape. Many new buildings have
been constructed which fail to respect the local character and distribution of traditional
buildings. With their continued popularity kit houses have become more contemporary and,
with companies in the north of Scotland focussed on this market, more sympathetic to local
vernacular. The benefits of affordable, lighter weight building mediums is still a deciding factor
when many materials need to be brought in by ferries.
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4. CULTURAL

INFLUENCES

Orkney and the Arts
Orkney’s landscape, history and location have been the inspiration and backdrop for literature
and art for centuries. Much literature focusses on the epic Viking sagas and tumultuous
history, whether Norse or the war and post war years when culture was changed by incomers.
Other foci include the relationship with the sea and land and the perceived isolation of the
islands, despite their harbours being connected to the Nordic states and the Arctic and
Canada from early on.
Music
Orkney has a long heritage of traditional music which continues into the modern folk genre.
Traditionally this was very focussed on the fiddle and later the accordion, and often has more
Nordic than Gaelic influences. The 20th Century composer Sir Peter Maxwell Davies, who
moved from his Manchester origins to spend the later part of his life living and composing on
Hoy, worked with George Mackay Brown to produce music based on the latter’s poetry and
inspired by the landscapes of Orkney. These include the opera ‘The Martydom of St Magnus’
(1976).
Into the 21st Century folk musicians such as Saltfishforty, Chris and Ivan Driver, and Fara are
producing music inspired by the Orkney Islands, including the modern and ancient history of
the area. Music is still a valued part of island culture and there is support for music programs
through schools and communities. The annual folk festival celebrates this rich heritage,
attracting many visitors from outside Orkney.
Novels, folklore and poetry
The most famous book inspired by Orkney is the Orkneyinga Saga. This is a translation of
folklore and medieval history written in Norse about the early Norse earls and their exploits,
these were written a few centuries later and some are heavily embellished, the first English
translation appeared in 1873 although there have been three others, all differing in style
according to the time they were translated. This is one of the reasons that the history of the
Norse period is better known than its predecessors. Much indigenous writing before the 20th
Century was written in Orcadian Scots, a mix of Scots and Norse.
Sir Walter Scott’s ‘The Pirate’ (1821) was one of the first novels written about the northern
isles. Scott visited Orkney as part of a cruise of the coast of Scotland with the Northern
Lighthouse service, which also enabled Robert Stevenson to survey new locations for
beacons. The novel was criticised for his fleeting experience with the area and is more
representative of the genre than the place. Walter Traill Dennison, poet, short story writer
and folklorist from Sanday, produced tales and poems from oral tales and observations on
Orcadian life and it is also notable for being published in Orkney Scots
20th Century writers such George Mackay Brown (1921- 1996), poet, short story and novel
writer, focussed on Orkney. He wrote stories such as Green Voe focussed on Orkney’s past.
He also collaborated with the composer Peter Maxwell Davies to produce opera and choral
works, and with the well-known photo journalist Gunnie Moberg (1941 – 2017) to illustrate
the island settings for his work.
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The changes wrought by both world wars with an influx of people, ships and military
infrastructure and the changes to the way of life resulting from this has been a source of
inspiration to a number writers. Eric Linklater (1899 – 1974), although not born on Orkney,
had family links and his time on the island during and after the Second World War inspired
some of his novels including ‘Magnus Merriman’ and the ‘The Men of Ness’.
Focussing on the post war period, ‘Siggy’ by Susan Leonard is set on a remote Orkney farm
talking about the changes to a life of a young boy. ‘The Chapel at the Edge of the World’ by
Kirsten Mackenzie focusses on the Italian Chapel on Lamb’s Holm for the fictional Italian
prisoner of war protagonist.
Andrew Greig focusses some of his novels (such as ‘In Another Light’, 2004) and poetry on
the Orkney landscape. The Old Man of Hoy is a backdrop to the story in “In Another Light”.
Visual Depictions of Orkney
Painters have been inspired by Orkney landscapes. They include Stanley Cussiter (1887–
1976), who painted landscapes of Orkney and other parts of Scotland; Sylvia Wishart (1936–
2008) who created modernist landscapes, a number focussed on Hoy; and abstract artist
Wilhelmina Barns-Graham who used Orkney’s landscapes and geology as inspiration during
a residence in 1984.
Film Maker and poet Margaret Tait (1918-1999) was Orcadian born and made a series of
films inspired by Orcadian landscape and culture as well as producing several books.
Gunnie Moberg (1941-2017) was well known for her depiction of Orcadian life in the latter
half of the 20th Century through photojournalism including aerial and landscape photography.
There were also her collaborations with George Mackay Brown, both illustrating his work and
him narrating hers.
Place-names
Unlike much of Scotland there are few Gaelic place-names, and those are mostly ‘borrowed
words’. Old Norse replaced Pictish dialects and evolved into Norn, spoken in areas of rural
Orkney until the 18th Century with Scots more commonly spoken in towns and harbours, there
are elements of both in Orkney dialect.
The name Orkney is felt to be likely Pictish in origin with Greek and Roman explorers and
writers referring to the Orchades or Orcades, predating Norse settlement. The old Gaelic
name, from Irish accounts, was Insi Orc meaning island of the young pigs (boar) suggesting
either a profusion of boar or a tribe using the boar as their emblem. This was interpreted as
Orkn, seal by the Norse settlers, with deforestation and population pressures it is likely that
seals were more common than boar at this point in history. Eyjar means islands so this
became Orkney to later Scots speakers.
Many the islands in the archipelago contain ay at the end indicating islands, some named
after their rulers but many after land features such as Sanday, Eday (Isthmus island), Wyre
(spearhead, describing its shape) and Hoy (high place). Many names in the islands are
descriptive and derived from Old Norse including dalr or Dale meaning valley, Fjall, fell – fea
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or fiold, meaning hill and myrr or mire meaning bog. Vollr means field and is found as vel or
wall now, such as Tingwall.
Designations
A significant proportion of the land area within the Orkney Islands has been designated as
the West Orkney Mainland and North Hoy National Scenic Area. Its special qualities are
identified as including the palimpsest of geology, topography, archaeology and landuse, each
layer hardly concealed by the one above, the coastal scenery and the contrasts between the
long settled and productive land and the unimproved hills and moorland. The landmarks of
the Ring of Brodgar, Maes Howe and the Stones of Stenness are singled out as being
distinctive landmarks and the visible monuments from all eras of history are important to the
NSA’s sense of place.
Owing to its small size (approximately 0.6% of Great Britain’s land surface area), Orkney
contains only a small proportion by area of many types of protected sites in Great Britain.
Nevertheless, Orkney contains a relatively high proportion of certain categories of protected
sites. For example, the region is notable in that it contains 20.4% of the area of Great Britain’s
RSPB reserves. Other site designations that are well represented in Orkney are Sites of
Special Scientific Interest and Local Nature Reserves. East Sanday coast is the area’s only
Ramsar site and the Wyre and Rousay sounds and Papa Westray are Marine Protected
Areas.
Work by the Orkney Botanical Society, especially botantist Dr Elaine Rebecca Bullard MBE
(1915 – 2011), recorded Orkney’s flora for over half a century including revisiting and
assessing change. She often using a modified Robin Reliant for transport and supported tree
planting on the islands such as the project at Durkadale.
Landscape Perception
Lochs and light
For those living outwith the coastal fringe, the lochs provide a dynamic focus to views, they
mirror the sky, bringing the landscape, sea and sky closer together.
Openness
The Orkney landscape is generally of an open rolling nature in which character changes are
subtle. This openness allows features of the landscape to be easily visible and, often, to exert
extensive visual effects.
Windswept
The low-lying nature of much of the landscape, particularly in the northern islands,
emphasises the windswept character of the islands. Orkney's few trees reflect the impact of
the wind in their sheared and contorted forms.
The coast and exposure
Salt, carried from the sea into the air or flung from the breaking waves as spray, exerts quite
an important influence in the landscape. The smell and taste of salt in the air emphasises the
very strong relationship with the sea. Along the coastal cliff tops salt resistant plants create a
carpet of colour when in flower, and the browner appearance of Orkney's pasture in winter is
influenced by salt burn.
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Climate, seasons and light

The Northern lights from South Ronaldsay. © Lorne Gill/NatureScot
Orkney's latitude determines a seasonal cycle of contrasts, particularly in the duration and
qualities of daylight. The long days of summer and short days of winter influence the
behaviour of plants and animals. The summers support intense activity to compensate for
the winters. The quality of light and dynamics of cloud patterns above Orkney's horizons also
become essential factors in how the landscape is experienced.
Seasonal colours
The importance of light and the changing seasons in the landscape is particularly evident in
the seasonal changes in flora which affect the colours and textures of the landscape. The
following paragraphs describe some of the main contributions to Orkney's seasonal colours
made by characteristic plant communities.
The heaths and moorlands, dark and brown in general appearance, are transformed into reds
and oranges as the seasons progress. Ling heather (Calluna vulgaris) is abundant, flowering
pale pink between July and September. Bell heather (Erica cinerea), which flowers a deeper
reddish purple between July and August, is more limited in its distribution to drier heaths and
steep slopes. Cotton-grasses (Eriophorum species) are common on bog areas, with their
white heads distinct in the summer. Deer grass (Trichophorum cespitosum) with its orange
shoots in the autumn is very distinct in the wet moorland areas, as is cotton grass which is
also orange in autumn.
Orkney's maritime heath is herb rich, with coloured carpets from spring to early autumn. The
principal areas of this heathland are at Yesnaby and Mull Head on Orkney Mainland, and on
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north Rousay, Westray, and Papa Westray. Thrift (Armeria maritima maritima) is very
common, flowering with pink heads from April through to October. Birds-foot-trefoil (Lotus
corniculatus) has yellow flowers from June to August, and spring squill (Scilla verna) has blue
flowers in May. Grass-of-Parnassus (Parnassia palustris) adds white to the carpet of flowers
in late spring and summer. The rare Scottish primrose (Primula scotica) is also found in these
areas, where the tiny purple flowers appear in late spring to late summer. Much of the
remaining maritime heath vegetation is of sedges, grasses and heather. These tend to be
very short and create texture in the landscape. Rushy pastures usually include colourful herbs
such as buttercups (Ranunculus species) and marsh marigold (Caltha palustrus) within them.
Field colours and patterns
The most distinctive feature of the agricultural landscape is its improved pasture. The
continuity of fields and the tapestry of greens with yellows and ochres is a dominant image.
Low sunlight often exaggerates the colours and textures of these fields. Spring grass growth
in particular can appear as a vivid green blanket. The continuity of improved pastures,
although characteristic, is occasionally monotonous, especially where the fields are large,
have fences rather than dykes as boundaries, and lack other elements of diversity.
Kale and oil seed rape add blocks of bright colour to the summer scene. Oil seed rape has a
particularly vivid landscape impact when in flower, creating bright yellow patches within the
predominantly green landscape.
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